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Abstract 

This thesis is the part of the German ongoing project BauVOGrid – Virtual Organisation 

(VO) Grid in Construction.  The aim of BauVOGrid is to improve the structure, functionality and in-

teroperability of the virtual enterprises in Construction Engineering. D-Grid-base solution is taken as 

basis for this purpose, and enables following aspects: 

• role based authorization; 

• configuration, instantiation and controlling of the global as well as local VO-process; 

• quick, flexible and safe integrating of different types of information (documents, 

drawings, product data, catalog data, organisation data etc.), in bureau as well as mobile 

on the construction site; 

• Ad-hoc changes of process flows (for example caused by accidents or through the owner 

decisions) by means of semi-automatic simulation, so that this will help to find better 

decision quicker; 

• mobile capturing of process and product data on the construction site, what enables quick 

and efficient decision finding by responsible persons; 

In order to support these use cases the grid-services will be implemented. The basis of the 

grid-infrastructure are ontologies. They play an important role in the project. They support such sce-

narios as “central defect management”, “business process object management”, “VO-management”, 

“platform management”. Moreover formalization of the processes is still at the upcoming stage be-

cause of the high complexity of these processes, the very high dynamic behavior and the short lead 

time of the projects , therefore the adaptation of ontologies for processes serves for efficient informa-

tion sharing and harmonization, providing interoperability in systems with multiple heterogeneous 

resources as is typical for construction projects.  

The key point of the BauVOGrid project is collaborative process management. For this pur-

pose it is important to analyze the given information efficiently. Therefore the powerful reasoning 

tool, which enables the work with ontologies, is needed. In this thesis the reasoning with rules and 

ontologies from the answer-set programming (ASP) perspective is considered. ASP has many bene-

fits: full declarativity, nondeterminism, decidability, scalability and others. By means of rules such 

scenarios as “role based management”, “business  process object management” can be supported. 

The presented in this thesis strategies are based on the project requirements analyze, and to-

gether with implemented ontologies and realization of some scenarios by means of rules are aimed 

to improve the collaborative process management in Construction Engineering. 
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1. Introduction 

Collaborative processes play an important role in the construction industry. However forma-

lization of the processes is still at the upcoming stage because of the high complexity of these 

processes, the very high dynamic behavior and the short lead time of construction projects and their 

one-of-a-kind nature. Currently, construction projects are managed on the level of scheduling and 

not on the level of process models. There are several attempts undertaken to change this situation, as 

e.g. the Process Protocol in the UK (Kagioglou et al. 2000) or the Process Matrix within the IAI (In-

ternational Alliance for Interoperability) (Wix and Katranuschkov 2002). In BauVOGrid 

(Katranuschkov et al. 2008) a pattern-based method using the ARIS (Architecture of Integrated 

Information Systems) methodology and extended Event- Driven Process Chains (eEPC) as baseline 

for process modeling is being developed. ARIS and eEPC are semi- formalised methods to analyse 

and re-engineer existing processes in companies for quality management purposes or for instantia-

tion of workflow and enterprise management systems. This is very successful for static, sustainable 

processes. However, in construction it fails due to the above-mentioned characteristics. With generic 

process patterns, acting as process modeling building blocks called Business Process Objects or 

short BPOs (Katranuschkov et al. 2006), it is expected to handle the problem. To enable interopera-

bility the modeling environment was formalised in a set of ontologies that allows to cope with the 

heterogeneity of the involved resources and their management by different servers and networks. 

First successful prototype implementations are realised in the EU project InteliGrid (Dolenc et al. 

2007) and currently the  BauVOGrid-project.  

BPO and eEPC need a formalised representation which also supports retrieval, configuration 

and consistency checks. eEPCs lack a formal mechanism enabling flow control together with proper 

resource assignment to processes and explicitly defined actors/roles with respective process-related 

responsibilities and access rights. Hence, system interoperability on the basis of eEPC is of limited 

benefit. The formalisation of the EPC is the task of the ontology. As ontology language the OWL 

(Ontology Web Language) is used, namely OWL-DL, the theoretical background for which is De-

scription Logic (DL). A harmonised DL knowledge base encompassing actors, resources and 

services as well as processes should provide a collaboration model with clear and unambiguous se-

mantics, thereby facilitating integration and reuse of existing process and data models in 

construction.  

In the development of the actor/role concepts the Role Based Access Control model RBAC 

(Ferraiolo et al. 2001) is used, conforming to the security requirements for Grid. DL provides a me-

chanism for the realisation of the top-down actor/role hierarchy principle. 

One of the future key points of the process management approach is the development of ex-

ecutable BPOs that provide the main building blocks in the knowledge base at runtime. They consist 

of the services or functions together with related resources, belonging to a fragment of an eEPC, 

grouped by the criteria of one unique responsibility for the execution. BPOs represent standard reus-

able process patterns, which can further serve for automatic process configuration, instantiation and 

analyses on logical basis. In this way, comprehensive process-centered operability can be achieved, 

enabling more efficient and better controlled collaborative process management. BPO extraction and 

configuration are the scenarios to be realized by means of powerful reasoning tool, such as 

DLVHEX, which combines the reasoning with rules and ontologies. In particular, the integration of 

rules and ontologies is currently under investigation, and many proposals in this direction have been 

made. They range from homogeneous approaches, in which rules and ontologies are combined in the 
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same logical language (Horrocks et al. 2004; Grosof et al. 2003), to hybrid approaches in which the 

predicates of the rules and the ontology are distinguished and suitable interfacing between them is 

facilitated, like (Eiter et al. 2004; Eiter et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2004; Heymans et al. 2005). While 

the former approaches provide a seamless semantic integration of rules and ontologies, they suffer 

from problems concerning either limited expressiveness or undecidability, because of the interaction 

between rules and ontologies. Furthermore, they are not (or only to a limited extent) capable of deal-

ing with ontologies having different formats and semantics (like, e.g., RDF Schema and OWL DL, 

which have some semantic incompatibilities) at the same time. This can be handled, in a fully trans-

parent way, by approaches which keep rules and ontologies separate. Here, ontologies are treated as 

external sources of information, which are accessed by rules that also may provide input to the on-

tologies. In view of well-defined interfaces, the precise semantic definition of ontologies and their 

actual structure does not need to be known. This in particular facilitates ontology access as a Web or 

Grid service, where also privacy issues are involved (for example Organisational ontology with the 

rights profiles). 

In this thesis the reasoning with rules and ontologies from the answer-set programming 

(ASP) (Baral 2003) perspective is considered. The latter is nowadays a general term for a powerful 

knowledge representation (KR) and declarative programming paradigm which includes many lan-

guage features from nonmonotonic logics, as well as support for reasoning with constraints and 

preferences. ASP has recently been used as a reliable specification tool in a number of promising 

applications. For instance, several tasks in information integration, knowledge management, security 

management, and configuration, which require complex reasoning capabilities, have been success-

fully tackled using ASP. In particular, these applications have been explored in several recent 

projects funded by the European Commission (e.g., the projects WASP (WASP 2002), INFOMIX 

(Leone(1)  et al. 2005), and ICONS (ICONS 2001) ). It is worth mentioning that an ASP application 

for Web-service composition (Rainer 2005) earned first prize in the EEE Web-Service Composition 

Contest (IEE 2005).  

Some attractive benefits of ASP are summarized as follows:  

• Full declarativity: ASP is fully declarative. The order of rules and atoms in a logic program is 

not important, and, in general, no knowledge of the operational semantics a specific solver 

adopts is required. 

• Decidability: ASP programs are, in their basic flavor, decidable. No special restrictions are 

needed in order to keep this important property. 

• Support of nonmonotonicity: ASP supports strong negation as well as negation as failure. 

The latter facilitates default reasoning and nonmonotonic inheritance. 

• Nondeterminism: Concepts may be defined which “range” over a space of choices without 

any particular restriction. Combined with extensions for preferences and different kinds of 

constraints, this enables a compact specification of search and optimization problems. 

• Scalability: Despite the computational expressiveness of ASP, current state-of-the-art 

solvers, such as DLV (Leone(2) et al. 2005), GnT (Janhunen et al. 2006), or Cmodels-3 

(Lierler 2005), have reached a level of maturity which allows them to deal even with large 

datasets. 

This thesis is structured as follows: the next section contains preliminaries on the DL, OWL, 

ASP, its combination with DL – dl-Programs, HEX-Programs as generalization of dl-Programs and 

its concrete implementation DLVHEX. In the Section 4 the principal approach for development of 

the ontologies for BauVOGrid-management-scenarios is introduced. In Sections 4.1-4.5 every ontol-

ogy is described in details together with the implementation strategies, based on the project 

requirements analyze and current development. The Section 5 presents the implementation of some 

scenarios for process management in BauVOGrid by means of rules. 
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2. Preliminaries 

2.1 Description Logics 

Description logics are a family of logic-based knowledge representation formalisms designed 

to represent and reason about conceptual knowledge (Baader et al. 2003). In this Section it is espe-

cially concentrated on the ALCQI DL as a significant fragment of OWL-DL in which conservative 

extensions are still decidable in 2-EXPTIME (Lutz et al. 2006). Conservative extensions play an im-

portant role in ontology refinement, ontology merging and defining modules that could be a key 

point of the further work on the ontologies 

2.1.1 Syntax and Semantics. 

Elementary descriptions are atomic concepts and atomic roles (also called concept names and 

role names). Complex descriptions can be built from them inductively with concept- and role con-

structors. The constructors available in ALCQI are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Syntax and semantic of description logic.  

Name Syntax Semantics 

inverse role r
–
 (r

Ι
)

 –1
 

top concept Τ  I
∆  

existentional restriction Cr.∃  { }III Cyryxyx ∈∧∈∃∆∈ ),.(|  

universal restriction Cr.∀  { }III Cyryxyx ∈→∈∀∆∈ ),.(|  

negation C¬  II C\∆  

conjunction DC ∩  II DC ∩  

disjunction DC ∪   

at-least restriction (≥ n r C ) { }nryxCyx
III

≥∈∈∆∈ }),(|{|#  

at-most restriction (≤ n r C ) { }nryxCyx III
≤∈∈∆∈ }),(|{|#  

The DL that allows only negation, conjunction, disjunction, and universal and existential re-

strictions is called ALC. Q stands for number restrictions, I stands for inverse roles. This explains the 

name ALCQI. 

The semantics of ALCQI-concepts is defined in terms of an interpretation. An interpretation 

I consist of a non-empty set Ι
∆  (the domain of the interpretation) and an interpretation function, 

which assigns to every atomic concept A a set 
ΙΙ

∆⊆  A and to every atomic role R a binary relation
ΙΙ

∆×∆⊆R . The inductive extension of the interpretation function to concept descriptions is shown 

in Table 1. 

II DC ∪
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A DL knowledge base usually consists of a set of terminological axioms (often called TBox) 

and a set of assertional axioms or assertions (often called ABox). An interpretation I is a model of a 

DL knowledge base if it is a model for ABox and TBox. 

An equality whose left-hand side is an atomic concept is called concept definition. Axioms of 

the form DC ⊆  for a complex description C are often called general concept inclusion axioms 

(GCI). An interpretation I satisfies DC ⊆  if 
ΙΙ

⊆ DC . Every concept definition CA ≡  can be ex-

pressed using two GCIs: CA ⊆  and AC ⊆ . Therefore a TBox can be seen as a finite set of GCIs. I 

is a model of a TBox T if it satisfies all GCIs in T.  

An ABox assertion is of the form C(a), r(a,b), where a, b are individual names, C is a con-

cept, and r a role name. An interpretation I additionally assigns to every individual name a an 

element
ΙΙ

∆⊆  a . An interpretation I satisfies C(a) if ΙΙ
∈ Ca  and I satisfies r(a,b) if ΙΙΙ

∈ Rba ),( . I is 

a model of an ABox A if it satisfies all assertions in A. 

 

Example 1 

. .

. .

.

Function

Event

StartEvent Event hasAfterFunction Function hasBeforeFunction Function

InternalEvent Event hasAfterFunction Function hasBeforeFunction Function

EndEvent Event hasAfterFunction Fun

⊆ Τ

⊆ Τ

≡ ∩ ∃ ∩ ¬∃

≡ ∩ ∃ ∩ ∃

≡ ∩ ¬∃ .ction hasBeforeFunction Function∩ ∃

 

In Example 1 an abstract process is presented, consisting of Events and Functions. It starts 

and ends with events. The top concepts are Event and Function, and it is easy to describe the StartE-

vent, InternEvent and EndEvent by means of DL. StartEvent is Event, after which some functions 

follows, but there is no function, which comes before this event. InternEvent has after- and before-

function. EndEvent has function, which comes before the event, but there is no function, following 

after 

What makes description logics the formalism of choice is the fact that it defines a decidable 

fragment of first-order logic, i.e., queries for entailment of subclass relationships or class member-

ship of a particular individual are effectively computable. 

2.2 OWL 

OWL - Web Ontology Language (Specification of W3C (W3C 2004) ) is a language which is 

close to a syntactic variant of an expressive but still decidable DL. OWL allows to specify transitive, 

symmetric, functional, inverse functional, and inverse properties. The correspondences of respective 

OWL properties and classes with description logics and first-order logic axioms expressible in OWL 

can be found in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Expressing OWL DL Property axioms to DL and FOL 

OWL property axioms as RDF Triples DL syntax FOL short representation 

(P rdfs:domain C) ┬ ⊆ ∀ P
−
.C ∀ x, y : P(x, y) ⊃ C(x) 

(P rdfs:range C) ┬ v ∀ P.C ∀ x, y : P(x, y) ⊃ C(y) 

(P owl:inverseOf P0) −
≡ 0PP  ∀ x, y : P(x, y) ≡P0(y, x) 
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(P rdf:type owl:SymmetricProperty) −
≡ PP  ∀ x, y : P(x, y) ≡P(y, x) 

(P rdf:type owl:FunctionalProperty) ┬ ⊆≤1P ∀ x, y1, y2 : P(x, y1) Λ P(x, y2) ⊃ y1=y2 

(P rdf:type owl:InverseFunctionalProperty) ┬ ⊆≤1P
-
 ∀ x1, x2, y : P(x1, y) Λ P(x2, y) ⊃  x1=x2 

(P rdf:type owl:TransitiveProperty) P
+
 ⊆  P ∀ x, y, z : P(x, y) Λ P(y, z) ⊃  P(x, z) 

OWL allows the specifications of complex class descriptions. Complex descriptions may in-

volve class definitions in terms of union or intersection of other classes, as well as restrictions on 

properties. Table 3 gives an overview of the expressive possibilities of OWL for class descriptions 

and its semantic correspondences with description logics and first-order logics. Finally, OWL allows 

to express explicit equality or inequality relations between individuals by means of the owl:sameAs 

and owl:differentFrom properties, e.g., the triples. For a formal specification of the correspondence 

between description-logic expressions and first-order logic see (Baader et al. 2003). 

Table 3 - Mapping of OWL DL Complex Class Descriptions to DL and FOL  

OWL complex class descriptions_ DL syntax FOL short representation 

owl:Thing  

owl:Nothing 

┬ 

⊥  

x=x 

¬x=x 

owl:intersectionOf (C1 . . . Cn)  

owl:unionOf (C1 . . . Cn) 

owl:complementOf (C)  

owl:oneOf (o1 . . . on) 

C1∩ . . . ∩Cn 

C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cn 

¬C 

{o1 . . . on} 

∧ Ci(x) 
∨ Ci(x) 

¬C(x) 

∨ x = oi 

owl:restriction (P owl:someValuesFrom (C))  

owl:restriction (P owl:allValuesFrom (C))  

owl:restriction (P owl:value (o))  

owl:restriction (P owl:minCardinality (n)) 

 

owl:restriction (P owl:maxCardinality (n)) 

∃ P.C  

∀ P.C  

∀ P.{o}  

nP≥  

 

nP≤  

∃ y.P(x, y) ∧  C(y) 

∀ y.P(x, y) ⊃ C(y) 

P(x, o) 

1 1 ( , )
n n

i i j j i j i jy P x y y y
= = ≠

∃ ⋅Λ ∧ ≠∧  

1

1 1( ( , ) )
n n

i i j j i j i jy P x y y y
+

= = ≠
∀ ⋅ Λ ⊃ =∨  

2.3 Answer Set Programming 

Answer-set programming has its roots in the seminal work by Gelfond and Lifschitz (Gel-

fond and Lifschitz 1991), who presented the semantics for logic programs with negation as failure 

and strong negation, where multiple answer sets (or stable models) may be ascribed to a program. 

2.3.1 Syntax  

Let Φ be a first-order vocabulary with nonempty finite sets of constant and predicate sym-

bols, but no function symbols. Let X  be a set of variables. A term is either a variable from X or a 

constant symbol from Φ. An atom is an expression of the form p(t1 , . . . , tn ), where p is a predicate 

symbol of arity n ≥ 0 from Φ, and t1 , . . . , tn are terms. A literal l is either an atom or an expression 

of form − p, where “−” denotes strong negation and p is an atom. The complementary literal − l of l 

is − p if l = p and p if l = − p. A negation-as-failure literal (or NAF-literal) is either a literal or an  

expression of form not l, where “not” denotes negation as failure, or default negation, and l is a lit-

eral. A disjunctive rule (or simply a rule) r is an expression of the form  

a1 v …v al ← b1 , … , bk , not bk+1 , … , not bm ,            (1) 
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where l ≥ 0, m ≥ k ≥ 0, and all ai and bj are literals. The disjunction a1 v …v al is the head of r, while 

the conjunction b1 , …, bk , not bk+1 , . . . , not bm is the body of r, where b1 , …, bk (resp., not bk+1 , 

…, not bm) is the positive (resp., negative) body of r. H(r) is used to denote the set of all head literals 

{a1 , . . . , al} of r, and B(r) to denote the set of all body literals B 
+
 (r) U B 

−
 (r) of r, where B 

+
 (r) = 

{b1 , …, bk} and B 
−
 (r) = {bk+1 , …, bm}. 

A disjunctive program (or simply program) P is a finite set of (disjunctive) rules. If the body 

of a rule r is empty (i.e., if B(r) =ø), then r is a fact, and “←” is often omitted in such a case. A rule 

is positive if B
−
(r) = ø, and normal if the head of r is a literal. Similarly, a program is positive resp. 

normal, if each rule in it is positive resp. normal. A rule without head literals is an (integrity) 

constraint. 

2.3.2 Semantics  

The Herbrand universe of a program P, denoted HUP, is the set of all constant symbols ap-

pearing in P. If there is no such constant symbol, then HUP = {c}, where c is an arbitrary constant 

symbol from Φ. As usual, terms, atoms, literals, rules, programs, etc. are ground iff they do not con-

tain any variables. The Herbrand base of a program P, denoted HUP, is the set of all ground 

(classical) literals that can be constructed from the predicate symbols appearing in P and the constant 

symbols in HUP . A ground instance of a rule r ∈P is obtained from r by replacing every variable 

that occurs in r by a constant symbol from HUP. Ground (P) is used to denote the set of all ground 

instances of rules in P.  

A set of literals X ⊆ HUP is consistent iff {p, −p} ⊄  X for every atom p∈HUP. An interpreta-

tion I relative to a program P is a consistent subset of HUP. A model of a positive program P is an 

interpretation I ⊆ HUP  such that B(r) ⊆ I implies H(r)∩I≠ ø, for every r ∈ground (P ). An answer 

set of a positive program P is a minimal model of P with respect to set inclusion. In particular, if P is 

positive and does not involve disjunction, then there exists a single answer set (if one exists).  

The Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1991) of a program P relative to an in-

terpretation I ⊆ HUP, denoted P
 I
, is the ground positive program that is obtained from ground (P) by  

(i) deleting every rule r such that B 
−
 (r) ∩ I ≠ø, and  

(ii) deleting the negative body from every remaining rule.  

An answer set of a program P is an interpretation I ⊆ HUP  such that I is an answer set of P
I
. 

Note that, for positive P, P
I
 = ground (P), and thus the answer sets of P are its minimal models, as it 

is recalled from above. 

 

Example 2 

The following “process program” describes processes, which consist of some functions. The 

actors in the virtual organisation are some persons, who responsible for one of the processes. The 

idea of the program is to find out for which functions is the person responsible. 

%functions from the defect management 

(1) function("create defect"). 

(2) function("check contract"). 

(3) function("register defect"). 

(4) function("check availability"). 
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%function involved in different processes in defect management 

(5) hasProcess("create defect","process1"). 

(6) hasProcess("create defect","process2"). 

(7) hasProcess("check contract","process1"). 

(8) hasProcess("check contract","process3"). 

(9) hasProcess("register defect","process1"). 

(10) hasProcess("register defect","process3"). 

(11) hasProcess("check availability","process4"). 

(12) hasProcess("check availability","process3"). 

 

%actors in the virtual organisation 

(13) actor("person1"). 

(14) actor("person2"). 

(15) actor("person3"). 

 

%responsibility of the actors for the processes 

(16) isResponsibleForProcess("person1","process1"). 

(17) isResponsibleForProcess("person2","process4"). 

(18) isResponsibleForProcess("person3","process3"). 

 

%responsibility of the actors for the functions in some process 

(19) isResponsibleForFunction(X,Z):-hasProcess(X,Y),isResponsibleForProcess(Z,Y). 

This program does not contain disjunction. Its Herbrand Universe is: 

HUp={“create defect”, “check contract”, “register defect”, “check availability”, “person1”, “per-

son2”, “person3”, “process1”, “process2”, “process3”, “process4”} 

and its single answer set (Answer set for process program) consists of all facts of the program, to-

gether with the following results: 

{isResponsibleForProcess("person3","process3"), 

isResponsibleForFunction("create defect","person1"), 

isResponsibleForFunction("check contract","person1"), 

isResponsibleForFunction("check contract","person3"), 

isResponsibleForFunction("register defect","person1"), 

isResponsibleForFunction("register defect","person3"), 

isResponsibleForFunction("check availability","person2"), 

isResponsibleForFunction("check availability","person3")} 

2.3.3 Reasoning Tasks  

The main reasoning tasks associated with programs under the answer-set semantics are the 

following:  

• decide whether a given program P has an answer set; 
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• given a program P and ground literals l1 , . . . , ln , decide whether l1 , . . . , ln simultaneously 

hold in every (resp., some) answer set of P (this is known as cautiousresp. brave reasoning); 

• given a program P and nonground literals l1 , . . . , ln over variables X1 , . . . , Xk , list all 

assignments ν of values to X1 , . . . , Xk such that l1 ν, . . . , l ln ν is cautiously (resp., bravely) 

true (query answering); and  

• compute the set of all answer sets of a given program P. 

 

Example 3 

Now some extra code will be added to the program in the previous example: 

(20) generalcontractor(X) v owner(X):-isResponsibleForFunction(Y,X). 

(21) -generalcontractor("person1"). 

(22) -generalcontractor("person2"). 

The first rule states, that the actor, which is responsible for a certain function can be owner or 

general contractor. The facts below state with direct negation, that person1 and person2 are not gen-

eral contractors. In this case two answer sets are in the result. 

Answer set1 = Answer set for process program + {owner("person1"), owner("person3"), own-
er("person2")}. 

Answer set2 = Answer set for process program + {owner("person1"), generalcontrac-

tor("person3"), owner("person2")} 

The basic ASP language, as introduced above, has been extended in the literature with many 

features like weak constraints (Buccafurri et al. 200), aggregates (Faber et al. 2004) (as familiar from 

database query languages), or cardinality and weight constraints (Niemelä et al. 1999). The fruitful 

combination of these features allowed ASP to become an important knowledge-representation for-

malism for declaratively solving AI problems. 

2.4 DL-Programs 

Description-logic programs (or simply dl-programs) are a novel combination of normal pro-

grams and description-logic knowledge bases.  

2.4.1 Syntax  

Informally, a dl-program consists of a description-logic knowledge base L and a generalized 

program P , which may contain queries to L. Roughly, in such a query, it is asked whether a certain 

description-logic axiom or its negation logically follows from L or not.  

A dl-query Q(t) is either  

(a) a concept inclusion axiom F or its negation ¬F ; or  

(b) of the form C(t) or ¬C(t), where C is a concept and t is a term; or  

(c) of the form R(t1 , t2) or ¬R(t1 , t2), where R is a role and t1, t2 are terms.  

A dl-atom is an expression of the form  

DL[S1 op1 p1 , . . . , Sm opm pm ; Q](t) ,  (2) 
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where m ≥ 0, and such that each Si is either a concept or a role, opi { , }∈ + −∪ ∪ , pi is a unary resp. bi-

nary predicate symbol, and Q(t) is a dl-query. p1 , . . . , pm are called the input predicate symbols of 

(2). Intuitively, opi = +∪  (resp., opi = −∪ ) increases Si (resp., ¬Si ) by the extension of pi .  

A dl-rule r has the form (1), where any literal b1 , . . . , bm ∈B(r) may be a dl-atom. It is de-

noted by )(
~

rB +  (resp., )(
~

rB − ) the set of all dl-atoms in )(
~

rB +  (resp., )(
~

rB − ). A dl-program KB = 

(L, P) consists of a description-logic knowledge base L and a finite set P of dl-rules.  

Positive and normal dl-rules are defined like for ordinary programs. A dl-program KB = (L, 

P) is positive, if P is “not”-free, and is normal, if rule heads are literals (i.e., if  l= 1 in (1)).  

2.4.2 Semantics  

First the Herbrand interpretations and the truth of dl-programs in Herbrand interpretations is 

defined. In the sequel, let KB = (L, P) be a dl-program.  

The Herbrand base of P , denoted HBP , is the set of all ground literals with a standard predi-

cate symbol that occurs in P and constant symbols in Φ. By DLP the set of all ground instances of dl-

atoms with constant symbols in Φ will be denoted. An interpretation I relative to P is a consistent 

subset of HBP. I is a model of l ∈HBP under L, denoted I |=L l, iff l ∈  I, and of a ground dl-atom a of 

form (2) under L, denoted I |=L a, iff 1 ( ) = ( )
m

i iL A I Q t
=

∪∪ where: 

  – for , ( ) { ( ) ( ) }
i i i i

op A I S e p e I+= = ∈∪ , and  

  – for , ( ) { ( ) ( ) }
i i i i

op A I S e p e I−= = ¬ ∈∪  

I is a model of a ground dl-rule r under L, denoted I |=L r, iff I |=L H(r) whenever I |=L l for 

all l∈B
+
(r) and I |≠L r, for all l∈B

-
(r) Furthermore, I is a model of a dl-program KB = (L, P), denoted 

I |= KB , iff I |=L r for all r ∈  ground (P ). KB is satisfiable (resp., unsatisfiable) iff it has some 

(resp., no) model.  

Note that the herein introduced dl-atoms are monotonic: A ground dl-atom a is said to be 

monotonic whenever given two interpretations I
’
⊆  I” it holds that if I

’
 |=L a then I

”
 |=L a as well.  

Theorem 1. Let KB = (L, P) be a normal positive dl-program. If the interpretations I1, I2 ∈

HBP are models of KB , then I1 ∩ I2 is also a model of KB .  

As an immediate corollary of this result, every satisfiable positive dl-program KB has a 

unique least model, denoted MKB , which is contained in every model of KB. 

Corollary 1. Let KB = (L, P) be a normal positive dl-program. If KB is satisfiable, then there 

is a unique model I ⊆  HBP of KB such that I ⊆  J for all models J ⊆  HBP of KB .  

Let KB = (L, P) be a dl-program.  

Definition 1. The strong dl-reduct of P relative to L and an interpretation I ⊆  HBP, denoted 
i

LsP , is the set of all dl-rules obtained from ground (P ) by  

 (i) deleting every dl-rule r such that I|=Ll for some l ∈B 
−
 (r), and  

(ii) deleting from each remaining dl-rule r all literals in B 
−
 (r).         I  

Note that (L, i

LsP ) is a positive dl-program. Moreover, by Corollary 1, it has a least model if 

it is satisfiable and normal.  

Definition 2. Let KB = (L, P) be a dl-program. A strong answer set of KB is an                                   

Interpretation I ⊆  HBP such that I is a minimal model of (L, i

LsP ).  
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Theorem 2. Let KB = (L, P) be a dl-program without dl-atoms. Then, I ⊆  HBP is a strong 

answer set of KB iff it is an answer set of the ordinary program P.  

Strong answer sets of a dl-program KB are also models, and, moreover, minimal.  

Theorem 3. Let KB = (L, P) be a dl-program and let M be a strong answer set of KB . Then, 

(a) M is a model of KB , and (b) M is a minimal model of KB .  

 

Example 4 

Suppose, that the ontology for defect management contains concepts Function, Process and 

relation hasProcess (relation between Functions or other objects and Processes). The example of 

process program above can be modified as follows: 

%functions from the defect management ontology 

(1) function(X):-DL[“Function”](X). 

 

%processes in defect management ontology 

(2) process(X):-DL[“Process”](X). 

 

%defines which functions belongs to which process in defect management ontology% 

(3) hasProcess(X,Y):-DL[“hasProcess”](X,Y),function(X),process(Y). 

 

%actors in the virtual organisation 

(4) actor("person1"). 

(5) actor("person2"). 

(6) actor("person3"). 

 

%responsibility of the actors for the processes 

(7) isResponsibleForProcess("person1", "process1"). 

(8) isResponsibleForProcess("person2", "process4"). 

(9) isResponsibleForProcess("person3", "process3"). 

 

%responsibility of the actors for the functions in some process 

(10) isResponsibleForFunction(X,Z):-hasProcess(X,Y),isResponsibleForProcess(Z,Y). 

Suppose, that some functions should be included or excluded from all given in the defect on-

tology instances of the Function-Concept. This information can be added to the logic program using 

the facts: exclude(“check contract”) and include(“update information”). 

In this case DL[“Function”](X) is changed to DL[„Function“ −∪  exclude](X) or to 

DL[“Function” +∪  include](X). 
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2.5 HEX-Programs 

HEX -programs generalize dl-programs with regard to the following features:  

• The notion of a dl-atom is generalized to that of an external atom. The latter kind of atom may 

bind knowledge coming from different external formalisms, with possibly differing semantics. 

Also, an external atom can delegate special tasks to traditional programs (such as string 

processing), for which logic programming is not tailored at. Also, possible external sources of 

knowledge can be merged with arbitrary strategies, and can bring in new symbols not appearing 

elsewhere in a given program (“value invention”).  

• It is made possible to quantify over sets of concepts just as it is done with individuals, and to 

freely exchange the former objects with the latter ones. These meta-reasoning features are 

enabled by means of higher-order atoms 

• Logic programs are made compatible with naming conventions employed in the Semantic-Web 

world. 

For further details about HEX-programs, see (Eiter et al. 2005). 

2.5.1 Syntax and Semantics  

HEX -programs are built on mutually disjoint sets C, X, and Ģ of constant names, variable 

names, and external predicate names, respectively. Unless stated otherwise, elements from X (resp., 

C) are denoted with first letter in upper case (resp., lower case); elements from Ģ are prefixed with “ 

& ”. Constant names serve both as individual and predicate names. Importantly, C may be infinite. 

Elements from C ∪  X are called terms. A higher-order atom (or atom) is a tuple (Y0 , Y1 , . . . , Yn) , 

where Y0 , . . . , Yn are terms; n ≥ 0 is its arity. Intuitively, Y0 is the predicate name; thus also the fa-

miliar notation is used Y0 (Y1 , . . . , Yn). The atom is ordinary, if Y0 is a constant. For example, (x, rdf 

:type, c) and node (X) are ordinary atoms, while D(a, b) is a higher-order atom. An external atom is 

of the form  

&g[Y1 , . . . , Yn ](X1 , . . . , Xm),  

where Y1 , . . . , Yn and X1 , . . . , Xm are two lists of terms (called input list and output list, re-

spectively), and &g ∈  Ģ is an external predicate name. It is assumed that &g has fixed lengths 

in(&g) = n and out(&g) = m, respectively. Intuitively, an external atom provides a way for deciding 

the truth value of an output tuple depending on the extension of a set of input predicates.  

For example the external atom &reach[edge, a](X) may compute the nodes reachable in the 

graph edge from the node a. Here, in(&reach) = 2 and out(&reach) = 1.  

A HEX-program, P , is a finite set of rules of form (1), where literals in the heads of rules are 

(higher-order) atoms, and literals in the bodies of rules contain either (higher- order) atoms or exter-

nal atoms.  

The semantics of HEX-programs generalizes the answer-set semantics (Gelfond and Lifschitz 

1991), and is defined using the FLP-reduct (Faber et al. 2004), which is more elegant than the tradi-

tional reduct and ensures minimality of answer sets.  

The Herbrand base of a HEX-program P, denoted HBP , is the set of all possible ground ver-

sions of atoms and external atoms occurring in P obtained by replacing variables with constants 

from C. The grounding of a rule r, ground (r), is defined accordingly, and the grounding of program 

P is ground (P) = )(rgroundPr∈∪ . 
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An interpretation relative to P is any subset I ⊆ HBP containing only atoms. I is a model of 

atom a ∈  HBP, denoted I |= a, if a ∈I. With every external predicate name &g ∈  Ģ an (n+m+1)-ary 

Boolean function f&g is associated (called oracle function) assigning each tuple (I, y1 . . . , yn , x1 , . . 

. , xm) either 0 or 1, where n = in(&g), m = out(&g), I ⊆ HBP, and xi, yj ∈  C. I ⊆ HBP is a  

model of a ground external atom a = &g[y1 , . . . , yn ](x1 , . . . , xm), denoted I |= a, iff f&g (I, 

y1 . . . , yn , x1 , . . . , xm) = 1.  

Let r be a ground rule. (i) I |= H(r) iff there is some a ∈  H(r) such that I |= a, (ii) I |= B(r) iff  

I |= a for all a ∈  B 
+
 (r) and I |= a for all a ∈  B 

−
 (r), and (ii) I |= r iff I |=H(r) whenever I |= B(r). I is 

a model of a HEX-program P, denoted I |= P , iff I |= r for all r ∈  ground (P ).  

The FLP-reduct of P with respect to I ⊆ HBP, denoted fP
 I
 , is the set of all r ∈  ground (P) 

such that I |= B(r). I ⊆ HBP is an answer set of P iff I is a minimal model of fP
 I
.  

 

Example 5 

In this example X is an instance which can be proved to belong to Function-Concept of the 

ontology for defect management located at the given as the first argument URI. Further details to 

this example can be found in the next section. 

function(X):-dlC["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/bpoontology.owl", 

a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#Function"](X). 

2.5.2 DLVHEX 

An experimental prototype for evaluating HEX-programs, called dlvhex, is available and ex-

ecutable on the Web at http://www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/research/dlvhex/. 

Apart from implementing the semantics of HEX-programs, dlvhex supports a number of 

built-in functions as well as integrity and weak constraints. Its further development is work in 

progress.  

The principle behind dlvhex is to represent a framework that integrates a native answer-set 

solver, DLV (Leone(2) et al. 2005)- and the external reasoners underlying the external atoms. dlvhex 

builds the dependency graph of the HEX-program, identifying minimal sets of nodes that involve ex-

ternal atoms, which have to be solved by specifically tailored algorithms.  

The evaluation functions of the external atoms are defined completely independent from 

dlvhex by so called plug-ins, which can contain the implementations of several atoms. One of the 

currently available external atoms is Description- Logics Plug-in, which was actively used within 

this thesis. 

In order to model dl-programs (Eiter et al. 2004)  in terms of HEX-programs, the 

Description-Logics Plug-in has been developed. 

This plug-in includes the following atoms: 

• the &dlC atom, which queries a concept (specified by an input parameter of the atom) and 

retrieves its individuals;  

• the &dlR atom, which queries an object property and retrieves its individual pairs;  

• the &dlDR atom, which queries a datatype property and retrieves its pairs; and  

• the &dlConsistent atom, which tests the (possibly extended) description-logic knowledge 
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base for consistency.  

The Description-Logics Plug-in can access OWL ontologies, utilizing the RACER (Haarslev 

and Möller 2001) reasoning engine. The query answers can also be presented in RuleML-format. 



 

3. System of ontologies for 

collaborative process management

In this approach, the DL knowledge base for collaborative process management is built in 

three distinct stages – the first on generic level, the second on domain

level, and the third on run-time instance level. 

layered system of inter-related ontologies (

At first a generic Process ontology

passes the definitions regarding the BPO

ontologies relevant for process management developed in the EU project InteliGrid 

2007) are considered. These are: (1) Organisational, (2) Resource ontologies. The 

Ontology defines the concepts related to the structuring of a virtual project organisation (VO), i. e. 

VO actors, persons, organisations, roles, together with the respective access control and authoriz

tion constraints. The Resource Ontology

available in the project environment (files, documents, product models, product model views etc.). 

On the basis of these generic definitions, in the second stage the ontologies for a specific 

process type are created. The ontologies “BPO

the higher level, and a “Defect Ontology” that describes the data for the defects itself via specializ

tion/extension of concepts from the Resource and Organisational ontologies are defined

BPO-ontology, which is imported in the Process ontology, the EPC for Defect Management use case 

is formalised. 
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System of ontologies for 

collaborative process management

this approach, the DL knowledge base for collaborative process management is built in 

the first on generic level, the second on domain-specific conceptual model 

time instance level. (Scherer et al. 2008). This is done via the following 

related ontologies (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. System of ontologies 

Process ontology which describes the main features of eEPC and enco

passes the definitions regarding the BPO concept was created. On the generic level also the 

ontologies relevant for process management developed in the EU project InteliGrid 

are considered. These are: (1) Organisational, (2) Resource ontologies. The 

efines the concepts related to the structuring of a virtual project organisation (VO), i. e. 

VO actors, persons, organisations, roles, together with the respective access control and authoriz

Resource Ontology is dedicated to the representation of all data resources 

available in the project environment (files, documents, product models, product model views etc.). 

On the basis of these generic definitions, in the second stage the ontologies for a specific 

ontologies “BPO-ontology” that specializes the BPO/EPC concepts on 

the higher level, and a “Defect Ontology” that describes the data for the defects itself via specializ

tion/extension of concepts from the Resource and Organisational ontologies are defined

, which is imported in the Process ontology, the EPC for Defect Management use case 

collaborative process management 

this approach, the DL knowledge base for collaborative process management is built in 

specific conceptual model 

This is done via the following 

 

which describes the main features of eEPC and encom-

concept was created. On the generic level also the 

ontologies relevant for process management developed in the EU project InteliGrid (Dolenc et al. 

are considered. These are: (1) Organisational, (2) Resource ontologies. The Organisational 

efines the concepts related to the structuring of a virtual project organisation (VO), i. e. 

VO actors, persons, organisations, roles, together with the respective access control and authoriza-

esentation of all data resources 

available in the project environment (files, documents, product models, product model views etc.).  

On the basis of these generic definitions, in the second stage the ontologies for a specific 

ontology” that specializes the BPO/EPC concepts on 

the higher level, and a “Defect Ontology” that describes the data for the defects itself via specializa-

tion/extension of concepts from the Resource and Organisational ontologies are defined here. In the 

, which is imported in the Process ontology, the EPC for Defect Management use case 
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Defect ontology is the special case of Resource- and Organisational ontologies. It contains 

the defect data of all the project partner involved and provides a harmonized views on the centrally 

saved data. This enables purpose-based, safe data handling by means of on the basis of this ontology 

implemented services. 

At run-time the BPOs for a concrete process have to be instantiated as well as referenced 

with the run- time data corresponding to the data specification for a process. That means, that the 

EPC for Defect Management will be instantiated in case of a concrete defect. The instances of defect 

itself (or defect data) will be as well saved in the Defect ontology and referenced. 

Defect Ontology enables Central Defect Management, BPOOntology supports Business 

Process Object Management, by means of Organisational- and Resource ontologies VO-

Management as well as Platform Management will be supported.  

The 3-level-construction (generic, domain-specific, instance level) should enable an effective 

knowledge representation, knowledge management and as result, an effective process management. 
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4. Description of ontologies 

4.1 Process Ontology 

4.1.1 Overview 

The Process Ontology plays a higher generic role in the whole ontology system. It contains 

such concepts as BPO, EPC, Function, Event and partially reflects the ARIS-methodology, what 

enables the direct modeling of business processes. It aims to represent the relevant for the project 

ARIS-concepts and enable the description of an abstract eEPC or an abstract fragment of an eEPC 

(Business Process Object). By means of this ontology the eEPC will be presented in a formal logic 

language. Process Ontology is also the basis for the development of domain-specific ontologies 

(BPO-ontology). 

4.1.2 Implementation strategy 

4.1.2.1 EPC 

eEPCs (Scheer 2000) have become a de facto industry standard in the German-speaking 

countries. The “e” stands for extended which means that eEPC includes also elements for the data, 

the organisations and the resources, hence integrating the 4 different aspects of the ARIS methodol-

ogy, namely event, function, system/data and organisation (Figure 2). The method is quite complex, 

hence only the part related to the project and research is covered 

. 

Figure 2. The basic eEPC-elements (left) and a fraction of an eEPC divided into 

BPOs by dotted lines (right) 

The notion of function can be understood as activity or action. Even though the DL formal-

ism does not contain an explicit mechanism for treating actions as it is rather used for static 
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knowledge representation, an approach for embedding actions in DLs was recently studied in 

(Baader et al. 2005, Liu et al. 2006, Milicic 2007) who showed that for many DLs the reasoning prob-

lems executability and projection in the corresponding action formalism are decidable. This 

approach, however, does not aim to give answer on such questions as for example whether an eEPC 

is executable, i.e. to make a valid workflow from the eEPC. It is abstracted from the dynamic aspects 

concentrating on the description of the process as the key for common understanding.  

Functions are further divided into complex functions, simple functions, partial functions and 

elementary functions. Each function is preceded by a before-event and followed by an after-event.  

Syntactically, function is a sentence, consisting of verb and noun, for example “Register de-

fect”, where the verb (or command) transforms the noun (object). Sometimes the extra information 

can be a part of the function: “Register defect as completed”. Functions can also belong to one or 

more processes. Based on the above observation different classification criteria can be applied to 

functions. In general they can be grouped by object, transformation, process, in which the functions 

are enrolled, or even responsibility. 

A BPO can be assigned to a function starting and ending with an event. When an event de-

notes the boundary between two BPOs it is formally split into two (after-/before-) events. 

Events can be further categorized into start-events, internal events and end-events. From log-

ical point of view, a two-valued Status has to be assigned to an event, indicating whether this event 

occured or not. 

The Organisational Entity is used as anchor to the ARIS Organisational View, describing or-

ganisational entities with their hierarchy and the communications between them. The concept of 

roles should also be defined to assign the rights for executing a concrete function. For this purpose, 

the RBAC model was considered and implemented in the Organisational Ontology.  

Similarly, System is used as anchor to the Data View. As data objects, all the documents and 

product data related to the model have to be represented. Different information systems and all ne-

cessary concepts, such as “defect” itself, also correspond to the data view. 

Output is the result of the process. It consists of the material and service results. The notion 

of output can be related to the notion of product. 

The eEPC itself is represented in the ARIS Control View in which the additional components 

Flow Relation and Logical Connectors are defined.  

There exist also some syntactical rules for constructing an eEPC, which should also be re-

flected in the ontology. On the basis of these observations the mapping strategy from EPC to DL was 

developed. 

 

4.1.2.2 Business Process Objects  

Business Process Object can be understood as an extension of currently known Business Ob-

ject specifications in that it enables better and more consistent binding of a real-world concept, 

representing a product or service which is the goal of a business activity, with the actual business 

process for its realization. A Business Object is typically comprised of (sub) schema, population of 

the schema, methods assigned to the object providing various means to access and process the data, 

and (optionally) business rules providing quality management checks. A Business Process Object 

extends that definition by adding the process in which the business object is processed, the actor per-



 

forming that process, the related actors to be notified and receive results from the process, and the 

(set of) services and tools needed to perform the process. Hence, a BPO contains a generic network 

of objects representing a partial model and generic relations to distributed information resources. It 

enables better and more consistent binding of a real

which is the goal of a business activity

BPOs consist of the services or functions together with related resources, belonging to a 

fragment of an eEPC, grouped by the criteria of

BPOs represent standard reusable process patterns, which can further serve for automatic 

process configuration, instantiation and analyses on logical basis. 

After the instantiation at run-time BPOs can be used.

 

In this way, comprehensive process

cient and better controlled collaborative process management.

4.1.3 Technical characteristics

Table 

URL 

Ontology language 

Type 

Metrics 

Class count 

Object property count 

Data property count 

Individual count 

DL expressivity 
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forming that process, the related actors to be notified and receive results from the process, and the 

vices and tools needed to perform the process. Hence, a BPO contains a generic network 

of objects representing a partial model and generic relations to distributed information resources. It 

enables better and more consistent binding of a real-world concept, representing a product or service 

which is the goal of a business activity (Katranuschkov et al. 2006; Keller 2007). 

BPOs consist of the services or functions together with related resources, belonging to a 

fragment of an eEPC, grouped by the criteria of one unique responsibility for the execution.

BPOs represent standard reusable process patterns, which can further serve for automatic 

process configuration, instantiation and analyses on logical basis. This is illustrated in the

time BPOs can be used. 

Figure 3. Usage of BPOs 

In this way, comprehensive process-centered operability can be achieved, enabling more eff

cient and better controlled collaborative process management. 

Technical characteristics 

Table 4 - Technical characteristics of Process Ontology

Common 

http://bauvogrid.de/generic/ProcessOntology.owl

OWL 

Upper ontology 

19 

18 

5 

5 

ALCI 

forming that process, the related actors to be notified and receive results from the process, and the 

vices and tools needed to perform the process. Hence, a BPO contains a generic network 

of objects representing a partial model and generic relations to distributed information resources. It 

, representing a product or service 

 

BPOs consist of the services or functions together with related resources, belonging to a 

one unique responsibility for the execution. 

BPOs represent standard reusable process patterns, which can further serve for automatic 

This is illustrated in the Figure 3. 

 

operability can be achieved, enabling more effi-

Technical characteristics of Process Ontology 

c/ProcessOntology.owl 
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Class axioms 

SubClass axioms count 11 

Disjoint classes axioms count 3 

GCI count 0 

Equivalent classes axioms count 0 

Property axioms 

Inverse object properties axioms count 2 

Symmetric object property axiom count 1 

Individual axioms 

Class assertion axioms count 5 

Object property assertion axioms count 0 

Data property assertion axioms count 0 

Only the most important concepts of the ARIS-methodology, which are relevant for Bau-

VOGrid-project, were implemented in the ontology. The instances are assigned to the concept 

“State”, because the further structuring is not the case. There is no any detailed concept description, 

the reason for this is the generic structure of the ontology. The representation of the EPC-syntactic-

rules is the future development task for the providing of consistence of the configuration. 

4.1.4 Main concepts 

The main concepts of the Process Ontology are BPO (Figure 4) and Function (Figure 4). 

From the observations in the Section “Implementation strategy” the following relations are assigned 

to the Function-concept: hasSystem, hasBPO, hasOrganisation, hasObject, hasAction, hasResource, 

also some flow relations are assigned to the function. They are presented as follows: hasBeforeFunc-

tion, hasAfterFunction, hasBeforeEvent, hasAfterEvent, hasBeforeConnector, hasAfterConnector. 

As well to BPO the relation hasResource is assigned. For the better search possibilities the context 

information is assigned to a BPO (hasContext). BPO also has start- and end-event (StartsWithEvent, 

EndsWithEvent), is assigned to a certain EPC (hasEPC) and what is important, has an organisation, 

so that there is a person, responsible for the execution of the BPO (hasOrganisation). 

The detailed example of the concrete EPC with the concrete BPOs is given in the Section 

“BPO-ontology”. 
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Figure 4. Concept „Function“ of Process Ontology 
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Figure 5. Concept „BPO“ of Process Ontology 
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4.1.5 Representation 

 

Figure 6.  Taxonomy of Process Ontology 

 

Figure 7. Relations between concepts of Process Ontology 

4.2 BPO-ontology 

4.2.1 Overview 

In the BPO-ontology, which is imported in the Process ontology, the EPC for Defect Man-

agement use case is one to one formalized. The main aspect is to represent the EPC exactly by 

means of transformation rules and formalization of process parts – BPOs. Such representation serves 

as a basis for the support of extraction and configuration. 
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4.2.2 Implementation Strategy 

4.2.2.1 Representation of BPOs 

The first step is to define the BPOs, from which the EPC for Defect Management consists. 

Defect Management is one of the main scenarios in the BauVOGrid-project, this is a complex 

process, based on the messages about defect recognition. The main roles are: general contractor, 

subcontractor and owner. The mobile device for each enterprise will be also applied in order to im-

prove the effectiveness of the process. Such Defect Management System should be able to handle 

the defects. 

Typically there exist thousands small defects on the construction site with the project, which 

should be handled in parallel. The whole EPC consists of 57 functions and 11 BPOs. According to 

the preliminary evaluations there can be up to 50000 EPCs with defect-, meta and media data in one 

big project in the real time (typically though 10000-20000). Therefore the following criteria for ex-

tracting of BPOs were developed: 

• Modularity: BPO solves a concrete problem and presents therefore one process module, one 

BPO consist at least of 1 function 

• Abstraction: BPO should be abstract enough. Therefore a process pattern, which is a core for the 

solution of some problem, can be further used for the solution of analogous problems 

• Configurability: BPOs should be able to be configured, therefore the cutting site for a BPO are 

Events 

• Responsibility: The existing EPC should be divided into parts according to responsibilities, that 

means that for all functions in one BPO only one role is allowed to be responsible for the 

execution. 

• Time: In case one BPO contains too many functions to be executed, the time criterion should be 

introduced. Despite the equal responsibilities for the function execution within this BPO, it will 

be extra divided into two or more parts, which have the appropriate execution time. 

The FiguresFigure 8-Figure 24 show the extracted from the EPC for Defect Management 

BPOs. They are extracted in accordance with the above criteria. The BPOs with the equal first digit 

(for example 2.1 and 2.2) are in accordance with criterion “abstraction”. They contain the same func-

tions and can be used for the different organisational entities several times. All BPOs can be 

configured by means of the start- and end-events: the event, with which one BPO ends, begins the 

next BPO. Moreover for the execution of every BPO is only one organisational entity responsible. 

The last criterion can be seen on the BPOs 1.1 and 2.1, to which the same organisational entities are 

assigned, however the execution can be a quit long procedure. Therefore the extra fragmentation is 

reasonable. It is also important to present such small fragments as 3.1 and 3.2 as BPOs in order to 

keep the modularity. 
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Figure 8.  BPO 1.1 – „Mangel registrieren (Bauherr)“ 
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Figure 9.  BPO 1.2 – „Mangel registrieren (Generalunternehmer)“ 
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Figure 10.  BPO 2.1 – „Mangel kategorisieren (Bauherr)“ 
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Figure 11. BPO 2.2 – „Mangel kategorisieren (Generalunternehmer)“ 
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Figure 12.  BPO 3.1 – „Mangel weiterleiten (Bauherr)“ 
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Figure 13.  BPO 3.2 – „Mangel weiterleiten (Generalunternehmer)“ 
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Figure 14. BPO 4 – „Mangel prüfen (Generalunternehmer)“ 
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Figure 15.  BPO 5.1 – „Mangel bearbeiten wenn kein Vertragsbestandteil (Generalun-

ternehmer)“ 
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Figure 16.  BPO 5.2 – „Mangel bearbeiten wenn kein Vertragsbestandteil (Nachun-

ternehmer)“ 

 

Figure 17.  BPO 6.1 – „Mangel zurückweisen (Bauherr)“ 
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Figure 18.  BPO 6.2 – „Mangel zurückweisen (Generalunternehmer)“ 
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Figure 19.  BPO 7 – „Mangel prüfen (Nachunternehmer)“ 
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Figure 20.  BPO 8 – „Mangel beseitigen (Nachunternehmer)“ 
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Figure 21.  BPO 9.1 – „Mangel bearbeiten wenn nicht beseitigt (Nachunternehmer)“ 

 

Figure 22.  BPO 9.2 – „Mangel bearbeiten wenn nicht beseitigt (Generalunterneh-

mer)“ 
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Figure 23.  BPO 10 – „Mangel beseitigen(Generalunternehmer)“ 
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Figure 24.  BPO 11 – „Mangel beseitigen (Bauherr)“ 

4.2.2.2 Translation of the EPC to DL 

The second step is to define, how this EPC and its BPOs can be formally presented in the 

OWL-Ontology (DL-syntax here is used in this example). By example of the BPO 5.1, the following 

concepts, individuals and role assertions are defined and integrated in the ontology. 
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Concepts: 

_ _ n  

_  

_ _

_  

_ _ _ _

Ist kein Vertragsbesta dteil InternEvent

Zurückweisung weitergeleitet InternEvent

Mangel nicht beseitigt EndEvent

Mangel zurückweisen Function

Ausstieg und Vorbereitung gerichtliche Auseinandersetzunge

⊆

⊆

⊆

⊆

 

 

 5.1  

 5.2  

_ :  

n Function

GU Organisation

BPO BPO

BPO BPO

MMS GU System

⊆

⊆

⊆

⊆

  

Concept assertions: 

Ist_kein_Vertragsbestandteil (Ist_kein_Vertragsbestandteil) 

Zurückweisung_weitergeleitet (Zurückweisung_weitergeleitet) 

Mangel_nicht_beseitigt (Mangel_nicht_beseitigt) 

Mangel_zurückweisen (Mangel_zurückweisen) 

Ausstieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen (Aus-

stieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen) 

GU (GU) 

BPO 5.1 (BPO 5.1) 

BPO 5.2 (BPO 5.2) 

MMS_GU (MMS_GU) 

EPC (EPC) 

Context (Vertrag) 

Action (vorbereiten) 

Action (zurückweisen) 

Object (Auseinandersetzung) 

Object (Mangel) 

 

Role assertions: 

hasName (EPK, „Mängelmanagement-EPK“) 

hasName (BPO 5.1, „Mangel_beseitigen_wenn_kein_Vertragsbestandteil (GU)“ 

hasName (BPO 5.2, „Mangel_beseitigen_wenn_kein_Vertragsbestandteil (NU)“ 

hasName (Ausstieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen, „54“) 

hasName (Mangel_zurückweisen, „24“) 

hasEPC (BPO 5.1, EPK) 
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hasEPC (BPO 5.2, EPK) 

hasSimilar (BPO 5.1, BPO 5.2) 

hasOrganisation (BPO 5.1, GU) 

hasContext (BPO 5.1, Vertrag) 

StartsWithEvent (BPO 5.1, Ist_kein_Vertragsbestandteil) 

EndsWithEvent (BPO 5.1, Zurückweisung_weitergeleitet) 

EndsWithEvent (BPO 5.1, Mangel_nicht_beseitigt) 

hasBPO (Ausstieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen, BPO 5.1) 

hasBPO (Mangel_zurückweisen, BPO 5.1) 

hasOrganisation (Ausstieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen, GU) 

hasOrganisation (Mangel_zurückweisen, GU) 

hasAction (Ausstieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen, vorbereiten) 

hasAction (Mangel_zurückweisen, zurückweisen) 

hasObject (Ausstieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen, Auseinandersetzung) 

hasObject (Mangel_zurückweisen, Mangel) 

hasSystem (Mangel_zurückweisen, MMS_GU) 

hasAfterConnector (Ist_kein_Vertragsbestandteil, or) 

hasAfterFunction (Ist_kein_Vertragsbestandteil, 

Ausstieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen) 

hasAfterFunction (Ist_kein_Vertragsbestandteil, Mangel_zurückweisen) 

hasBeforeFunction (Zurückweisung_weitergeleitet, Mangel_zurückweisen) 

hasBeforeFunction (Mangel_nicht_beseitigt, 

Ausstieg_und_Vorbereitung_gerichtliche_Auseinandersetzungen) 

On the first stage the concepts are created, which correspond to the names of the events, 

functions, organisational entities and resources in the BPO. Also BPO itself is a concept. On the 

second stage the individuals with the same names as concepts are created, also the so called context 

individuals (or instances) are created (for example Action, Object). They are defined by a human and 

potentially serve for the quick search and information extraction. These individuals are asserted to 

the corresponding concepts. On the third stage the role assertions are created. The names of the func-

tions, BPOs, and EPCs and the context information assignment will be defined also by a human. The 

role assertions correspond to the relations, defined in the OWL-ontology. The flow of the EPC is 

presented by means of relations hasBeforeFunction, hasAfterFunction, hasBeforeConnektor, hasAf-

terConnector, which are assigned to the corresponding events. For the specification of the in similar 

BPOs (according to the abstraction criterion), the assertion with hasSimilar is used. 

The EPC-translation, presented above, provides the needed meta informations. On the fourth 

stage the EPC will be instantiated with the real-time instances. For example function “Man-

gel_zurückweisn” can be instantiated with the individual “Mangel_NR12345_zurückweisen”, what 

will be correspondingly represented in the ontology at run-time. 
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4.2.3 Technical characteristics 

Table 5- Technical characteristics of BPO-Ontology 

Common 

URL 

http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOO

ntology.owl 

Ontology language OWL 

Type Domain Ontology 

Metrics 

Class count 123 

Object property count 19 

Data property count 5 

Individual count 202 

DL expressivity ALCI 

Class axioms 

SubClass axioms count 115 

Disjoint classes axioms count 3 

GCI count 0 

Equivalent classes axioms count 0 

Property axioms 

Inverse object properties axioms count 3 

Symmetric object property axiom 

count 1 

Individual axioms 

Class assertion axioms count 201 

Object property assertion axioms count 527 

Data property assertion axioms count 71 

The EPC is exactly represented in the ontology, which contains hundreds of instances and 

property assertions with the rich concept descriptions. This potentially enables the handling of BPOs 

and is end-user-oriented. 

4.2.4 Main concepts 

The main concepts of the BPO-Ontology are naturally BPO and Function, which described 

in details in the section „Process Ontology“. The extension within the BPO-Ontology is shown by 

example of the translation the BPO in DL. 
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4.3 Resource Ontology 

4.3.1 Overview 

The Resource Ontology targets the capturing of metadata describing resources that are stored 

somewhere on the Grid. It serves the purpose of storing information about any kind of resource but 

not of storing the resource itself. The heterogeneous resources remain distributed in the environment 

provided by servers specialised in hosting particular types of resources (like EDM servers, databases 

and product model servers). 

 

 

4.3.2 Implementation strategy 

Capturing resource metadata not only serves the purpose of establishing a central information 

service that holds URI references to distributed data. By annotating information resources with se-

mantic metadata, software programs can automatically utilize the full context of what that 

information means and can make correct decisions about who uses the information and how. Fur-

thermore, in managing distributed digital resources the need for information or metadata that will 

support effective and efficient decision-making is even greater than with traditional information re-

sources – there is less opportunity to recognize and understand problems just by looking at the 

object. Often one can only recognize and manage the material itself through its associated informa-

tion. There is also likely to be a much larger amount of material to be managed, with much shorter 

preservation cycles, so management processes need to be automated as much as possible, based on 

easily interpreted rich metadata serving a broad range of information requirements. (National 

Library of Australia 1999).  

The heterogeneity of the requirements the metadata has to meet itself is an essential aspect 

for the definition of the metadata model. The classification proposed by Downes for Learning Ob-

jects Metadata (Downes 2004) is generally applicable here and demonstrates the purposes metadata 

can serve. Beside the common use of bibliographic (e.g. naming, creation) and technical metadata 

(e.g. location, data format) Downes defines classification metadata (e.g. keywords, coverage), eval-

uation metadata (e.g. rankings), educational metadata (e.g. which educational profile is served), 

relational metadata (e.g. see-also, defined-by), interaction metadata (e.g. actions supported), and fi-

nally rights metadata (e.g. access conditions). However, a model that captures all these aspects in a 

single ontological system would be of considerable complexity and therefore fairly inflexible to 

changes and further extensions. A similar problem provides the existence of different competitive de 

facto standards for metadata. For example, the Dublin Core standard for bibliographic metadata 

(Dublin Core 2004) and the IEEE-LOM standard (IEEE 2002) have differences in the definitions 

that cannot be readily resolved in a unifying model. 

To overcome such modeling conflicts the use of Resource Profiles is suggested. A Resource 

Profile is a multi-faced, wide ranging description of a resource that is not authored by any particular 

author, conforms to no particular XML-schema, and has no particular single canonical or authorita-

tive profile for a given resource. This approach is related to the idea of the semantic web with its 

heavily distributed and heterogeneous pieces of information stored with free access by everybody 
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and no assurance of availability. For the purpose of metadata gathering in dedicated VOs such an ir-

regular architecture will have serious problems with trust and quality of service. The important 

feature of the Resource Profile approach is treating metadata of a resource as a Learning Object that 

gathers new information over time and from different “authors”, serving different purposes, and de-

scribed using heterogeneous facets of standards. 

In the following, the Resource-concept is described in details and its properties and then the 

developed Resource Profiles is presented. 

4.3.3 Technical characteristics 

Table 6 - Technical characteristics of Resource Ontology 

Common 

URL http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/generic/ResourceOntology.owl 

Ontology language OWL 

Type Upper ontology 

Metrics 

Class count 67 

Object property count 23 

Data property count 40 

Individual count 0 

DL expressivity ALCHIN 

Class axioms 

SubClass axioms count 84 

Disjoint classes axioms count 28 

GCI count 0 

Equivalent classes axioms count 0 

Property axioms 

Inverse object properties axioms 

count 6 

Symmetric object property axiom 

count 0 

Individual axioms 

Class aseertion axioms count 0 

Object property assertion axioms 

count 0 

Data property assertion axioms count 0 

This ontology does not contain any instances and serves as a basis for the developement of 

domain-specific ontologies. 

4.3.4 Main Concepts 

The main concept in the Resource Ontology is the Resource class. Figure 25Figure 26 show 

the subclass taxonomy below that core concept, including all explicitly modeled resources. The main 

distinction of resources in the InteliGrid ontology is between ServiceResource and InformationRe-
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source. A one level specialization of service resources is made by defining Storage Services and 

Processing Services. The classification is in line with the Business Process Object definitions that 

need a more clear distinction between data provided by Storage Services and processing functionali-

ty performed by Processing Services. 

 

Figure 25.  Taxonomy of “Resource“-concept in Resource Ontology: part1 

 

Figure 26.  Taxonomy of “Resource“-concept in Resource Ontology: part2 

The InformationResource concept is specialised to SingleInformationReosurce, 

ProductModel and ComplexInformationResource. SingleInformationResource is the main class for 

traditional singular resources like files and database entries, whereas ComplexInformationResource 

provides an abstract top-level class for a variety of composite resources that are commonly used in 

VO projects. 

Specific position have product models which are modelled using the ProductModel concept. 

While they have much in common with volatile database entries, can be represented as structured 

files (using the concept ProductModelFileRepresentation), and are also complex information re-

sources, it is more appropriate to provide an explicit ProductModel concept to enable the use of 

resources provided by dedicated Product Model Servers. Indeed, the access mechanisms used for in-

tegration of Product Model Servers in modern VO architectures require more differentiated 

modeling compared to that of capturing file resources. Product models stored in Product Model 
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Servers are usually not used like databases by requesting single table entries or one-time joins. The 

main use case is extracting Product Model Views that represent functional parts of the model serving 

a specific business need. Such dedicated views can to some extent be determined in advance and 

then compiled at run-time, based on an advanced client request. In order to meet this requirement for 

more detailed modeling of Product Model Resources, approach it was decided to provide the Pro-

ductModel concept and its view-related subclasses. 

 

Figure 27.  Selected classes and properties assigned to the core Resource concept. 

Reflecting the current situation of information integration in VO projects, it is anticipated that 

the concept FileEntity and its subclasses will capture the majority of resources managed in the VO 

environment. The sub taxonomy of the FileEntity class is subdivided to StructuredFile and Unstruc-

turedFile, following the common sense to separate files that can be analysed automatically by third-

party software to some extent (structured files) from the ones that provide non-structured data, as 

e.g. a scanned fax or text written using MS Word. As such metadata is also available for structured 

files, it is assigned to the top-level concept Resource which is shown in more detail in Figure 27. 

A further classification of unstructured files for organisational purposes is done by using a 

ClassificationProfile which defines a domain-specific classification mechanism that is also good 

enough for project specific classifications. Provided as ontology extension of the original resource 

ontology, instances of specific classification profiles can be dynamically assigned to resources meet-

ing project specific requirements to ordering of resources. 

Single Information Resources can be pulled in Complex Information Resources, a simple col-

lection mechanism that allows defining clusters of related resources. Complex Information 

Resources provide a light-weight mechanism for defining a context in which information resources 

participate. They do not define process-like inter-relationship between the resources as defined in a 

Business Process Object. However, Complex Information Resources can be used as elements within 

a business process. 
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The ResourceProfile concept has been adopted for capturing additional resource metadata. 

The core set of resource metadata is established by a set of properties describing aspects of the re-

source that are essential for the resource management in the InteliGrid environment. These 

properties were described in the preceding section. However, the core set of metadata properties 

mainly represents first-party information, i.e. data that can be gained by knowing the author and the 

development context, and that can be extracted directly from the resource representation itself, or 

that is provided by the resource author, respectively. 

In addition to that core metadata, the abstract class ResourceProfile is defined that can be spe-

cialised and extended to meet various heterogeneous requirements that may arise. Such Resource 

Profiles can be dynamically linked to a particular instance of a Resource that this way gains the aspect 

of a Learning Object during its lifecycle, as described in (Downes 2004).  Resource Profiles represent 

second and third party metadata, i.e. information gained from the use of the resource and evaluative 

and complementary information provided by its clients. Generic Resource Profiles that are pre-defined 

in InteliGrid are shown in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28.  Classes of the Resource Profile taxonomy. 

The Resource Profile mechanism is also used to gain flexibility in the metadata-model itself. 

For example, in the grid environment resources can reside on a set of different middleware storage 

services whose access mechanisms may diverge considerably. Additionally, information necessary 

to access a file resource on an EDM server differs from that necessary to locate a specific product 

model view on a Product Model Server. Both these aspects advise to store the resource access in-

formation in dedicated access profiles capable to represent the necessary metadata. The core 

metadata set for a resource remains the same while access information is attached as needed. This 

makes it also easy to describe and connect different profiles of access mechanisms a resource may 

support. Thus, an EDM may support GridFTP, Web-DAV and OGSA-DAI access in parallel. If re-

levant information is stored together with the resource description, the client can decide on its own 

which access mechanism to use. 
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Another important issue is the current development of the next generation of possible candi-

dates for a new ontological metadata standard by ongoing R&D projects as e.g. OntoGrid. Using the 

Resource Profile mechanism facilitates potential harmonisation of the approach with upcoming de-

velopments in the domain. 

4.4 Organisational Ontology 

4.4.1 Overview 

The InteliGrid Organisational Ontology targets the capturing of concepts describing organisa-

tional aspects of the VO environment, i.e. it servers the purpose of storing information about the 

project itself and the involved actors, roles and access constraints. 

4.4.2 Implementation strategy 

Since access in grid environments is typically granted by grid authorization services that are 

not ontology enabled, the Organisational Ontology serves the purpose of maintaining this informa-

tion for integration with other ontological contexts and for providing semantic directory service 

support for organisational concepts in the grid environment. This is much more powerful, as it com-

bines organisational aspects that are usually spread among different services, locations and 

information authorities using a coherent common approach. Having all organisational information in 

a single ontology storage does not only allow to set the information in a wider context, but also faci-

litates integration with the Resource and Service Ontology. This integrated set of ontologies is the 

prerequisite for successful deployment of the Business Process Ontology, where organisational as-

pects play an important role. 

Organisational Ontology is based on a couple of standards from which it adopts essential 

concepts. 

From the IFC standard, developed by the IAI (IAI 2006), concepts definitions are taken into 

account describing actor and project related information by contact details and metadata. The IFC 

definitions are in line with a couple of other standards describing these concepts. Therefore, informa-

tion exchange with other systems may be partially possible for these concepts. 

As grid authorization is based on mechanisms described in the RBAC standard (Ferraiolo et 

al. 2001), ontology support for managing RBAC-based concepts is included by modeling respective 

top-level concepts of the standard. The large amount of rules defined in RBAC is not modeled di-

rectly, since the Organisational Ontology is not used for dedicated management of access constraints 

in the grid environment. However, as not all information managed by the Ontology Service can be 

provided to each actor in the grid, access information administrated by the GAS (Grid Authorization 

Service) will be translated partially and stored in the RBAC related concepts of the Organisational 

Ontology. This information will be used for restricting requests to the Ontology Service. 

The CIM model (Distributed Management Taskforce 2006) is taken into account for model-

ing aspects of information systems that play a complementary role to the core concepts taken from 

IFC and RBAC. However, if the Organisational Ontology is extended in the future for serving access 

and account management services in distributed grid environments, more CIM concepts (as e.g. cre-

dentials, privileges and identities) will have to be adopted. 
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4.4.3 Technical characteristics 

Table 7 -  Technical characteristics of Organisational Ontology 

Common 

URL 

http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/generic/OrganisationalOntology.o

wl 

Ontology language OWL 

Type Upper ontology 

Metrics 

Class count 22 

Object property count 20 

Data property count 32 

Individual count 0 

DL expressivity ALUI 

Class axioms 

SubClass axioms count 16 

Disjoint classes axioms count 0 

GCI count 0 

Equivalent classes axioms 

count 0 

Property axioms 

Inverse object properties 

axioms count 4 

Symmetric object property 

axiom count 1 

Individual axioms 

Class aseertion axioms count 0 

Object property assertion 

axioms count 0 

Data property assertion 

axioms count 0 

This ontology does not contain any instances and serves as a basis for the development of 

domain-specific ontologies. 

4.4.4 Main concepts 

The Project concept is shown in Figure 29 defines basically data type properties, with meta-

data describing the project the VO currently performs. 

Other projects can be referenced by assigning the hasRelatedProject object property. Due to 

the need to describe what this relation is about, a reification mechanism is used for this relation, i.e. 

the hasRelatedProject property assigns a reference to the concept ReifiedRelation, which then as-

signs a relation to another project. In this way it becomes possible to assign additional information to 

a project-to-project relation. 
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Figure 29.  Selected classes and properties relates to the Project concept. 

The Project concept also defines object properties referencing the involved Actors and the 

Role definitions used in the project. 

The Actor concept and its subclasses are shown in Figure 30 below. 

Beside a number of data type properties, a couple of object properties relate Actors to Roles 

and Projects, as well as to the OrganisationalEntity aggregation concept, or to its subclasses, 

respectively. 

The class concept SoftwareActor is provided for software agents that can proactively perform 

activities in the grid environment. For example, the Ontology Services will employ software agents 

for maintaining ontological consistency and investigation of information newly available in the grid 

environment. Additionally, software actors can also play an important role in defined Business 

Process Objects. Therefore, they need to have a specific dedicated representation in the 

Organisational Ontology, which would allow coherent integration of such actors. 
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Figure 30.  Selected classes and properties of entities relates to the Actor concept. 

Several relations and additional concepts are omitted in the figure above to improve readabil-

ity.  

Most of these properties shown in these figures are reused from the IFC model. However, for 

contact information a lot of ontologies are available, most of them defining broadly the same infor-

mation. Therefore, interoperability with systems based on other ontologies should be possible with 

some mapping within the Actor context. 

4.4.4.1 Concepts for RBAC ontology support 

As explained shortly in the previous section the RBAC standard for managing role-based 

access constraints needs to be considered in the Organisational Ontology as it is a baseline for grid 

security and it serves the purpose of restricting requests to the Ontology Services internally. 

A difference to the original RBAC approach is the reuse of the Actor concept that replaces 

the flat RBAC concept “User”. The Organisational Ontology has to serve wider range of information 

requirements than the RBAC, therefore the more elaborated Actor concept, outlined in, needs to be 

used here. 

Figure 31 capitulates RBAC-concepts. It demonstrates in more detail the dependencies be-

tween the concepts. From here, it is clear that the Role concept is central to the approach. 

Permissions are granted to roles and users can be dynamically linked to roles, with the additional 

possibility to define sessions in which a specific Actor-Role assignment is valid. 
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Figure 31.  Selected classes and object properties for RBAC mechanism ontology 

support. 

4.5 Defect Ontology 

4.5.1 Overview 

Defect ontology is the special case of Resource- and Organisational ontologies. It contains 

the defect data of all the project partner involved and provides harmonized views on the centrally 

saved data. This enables purpose-based, safe data handling by means of the services, implemented 

on the basis of this ontology. This ontology aims to support Central Defect Management and handle 

the Defect-IDs with the corresponding data from every VO-participant. 

4.5.2 Implementation strategy 

The first step in this direction was the specification of the „Defect Record“. This definition 

was introduced to specify the data, which are needed for defect capturing and can be queried in a 

hypothetic database, and to describe them neutrally. There are 3 actors involved: owner, general con-

tractor and subcontractor. Defect Record was specified first in a form of simple Excel-table and later 

as XML-scheme on the basis of the data of these actors. 

XML-Defect-Record is preferred as the data exchange format and has to be validated by the 

defined XML-scheme for Defect Record: 

• XML-schema for Defect Record: http://www.bauvogrid.de/mangel/MangelSchema.xsd 

• XML-Defect-Record (example): http://www.bauvogrid.de/mangel/testmr.xml 

The principal procedure of the data exchange process is presented on the activity diagram 

(Figure 32). 

Owner informs the Central Defect Management System (CDMS) about some defect directly. 

The data is delivered in a form of the XML-Defect-Record. Than the data is saved in the Defect On-

tology, which is the core of the CDMS. The new global ID is created and saved in the ontology as 

well. One of the cases is the forwarding of the defect information to general contractor. The data in a 

form of XML-Defect-Record, which now contains the global ID, is transferred to general contractor. 
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General contractor checks, whether the defect with such a global ID exists in his own local database. 

If defect exists, it will be registered correspondingly. If the defect with such Id does not exist, the 

new defect data will be constant or temporary saved in th local system, what also leads to futher de-

fect registration procedure. The defect registration is done not by means of partner2partner 

transitions, but partner2CDMS2partner. CDMS sends the informing confirmation to owner, that the 

defect was registered by general contractor, and sends the confirmation to general contractor, that the 

confirmation to owner was sent. In the beginning the partner will have different defect Ids in their 

systems, without the information about global ID through CDMS. Later the CDMS will „harmonise“ 

the IDs, so that to every new defect registered a global ID will be assigned, therefore assigned to 

every local ID of the partners. This preserves the search improvements, compatibility and an effec-

tive management of the defects. 
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Figure 32. Activity diagram: „Support of Central Defect Management by Defect 

Ontology“ 

4.5.3 Technical characteristics 

Table 8 -  Technical characteristics of Defect Ontology 

Common 

URL http://bauvogrid.de/specific/DefectOntology.owl 

Ontology language OWL 

Type Domain Ontology 

Metrics 

Class count 12 

Object property count 10 

Data property count 27 

Individual count 0 

DL expressivity ALU 

Class axioms 

SubClass axioms count 2 

Disjoint classes axioms count 0 

GCI count 0 

Equivalent classes axioms count 0 

Property axioms 

Inverse object properties axioms 

count 0 

Symmetric object property axiom 

count 0 

Individual axioms 

Class aseertion axioms count 0 

Object property assertion axioms 

count 0 

Data property assertion axioms 

count 0 

 

The Defect Ontology represents exactly the XML-scheme, introduced above. 

4.5.4 Main concepts 

The main concept of the Defect Ontology is the global defect ID, to which some data type- 

and object relations are assigned. Object relations correspond to the simple or complex types in the 

XML-scheme for Defect Record above. The main concept is depicted in the Figure 33 in the section 

below. 
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4.5.5 Representation 

 

 

Figure 33.  Relations between concepts of Defect Ontology 
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5. Integration of rules and ontologies 

Rules are required for different tasks (Golbreich et al. 2003): 

• “deductive rules” are needed for inferences based on dependencies between some ontology 

properties 

• “meta-reasoning rules” are needed for facilitating meta-reasoning on ontology in control or 

knowledge engineering tasks e.g., acquisition, validation, maintenance of an ontology 

• “connecting rules” between ontologies are required for reasoning across several domains 

• “mapping rules” for mapping ontologies in data integration, and querying heterogeneous 

sources 

• “querying rules” expressing complex queries 

Some complex scenarios are presented for the case of Defect Management, which are based 

on the deductive and querying rules. 

Program testing was done on Intel Celeron M 360 J/ 1,4 GHz with 256MB RAM under Li-

nux OpenSUSE 11.0, using the prototype implementation of the DL-plugin (version 0.6) for 

DLVHEX (version 1.7), which uses RACER 1.9 as DL-reasoner. The program are realized on the 

basis of Defect-Ontology and BPO-Ontology. 

5.1 Scenario1.1 

5.1.1.1 Description of the problem 

In this scenario the rules are used to preserve the data integrity. 

Within an organisation, roles are created for various job functions. The permissions to per-

form certain operations are assigned to specific roles within the EPC. The users are assigned 

particular roles, and through those role assignments acquire the permissions to perform particular 

system functions. With the help of the rules it can be checked whether the particular user has the 

proper rights and permissions to execute some function from the EPC. The executability depends not 

only on the rights and permissions, but also on the structure of the EPC and it is current state. That 

means that the user is not allowed to execute some function if the condition of the event occurrence 

before the function is not fulfilled according to the state of the EPC. In this scenario also some extra 

features of the DLVHEX are tested, as for example getting information about the number of persons, 

which can execute some function. It is an actual problem in the distributed environment, like in con-

struction Grid-Project, to preserve the security of the data and execution, for which the RBAC-

methodology is used. 

First the person is assigned, whose rights and permission will be checked. Than the rights, 

which this user has are assigned. Rights has a specific structure, as typically, “read” and “write” 

gives “rw” right. The person can also have super rights, allowing performing all the operations. Then 

the roles are assigned to the user. Than the function which will be checked for executability is as-

signed, the concept of function is also taken from the ontology. The property “hasOrganisation” 
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comes as well from the BPO-ontology and defines organisational entity is responsible for the execu-

tion of a certain function. Than it is checked whether the user with the given rights and permissions 

can potentially execute function, independent of the process status (execute(User,Function)).  It is 

stated, that the user can execute the function or get information about it, if the conditions are ful-

filled. The user cannot get information about the function, if it is not known, that he can potentially 

execute it. However if the user has “super rights”, it cannot be true, that he cannot get the informa-

tion about the function. All these facts are stated in the rules, also using negation and special 

constraints. Further the structure of the EPC is derived from the ontology, and the status of the 

events before the function of interest is declared. The user can execute the function, if according to 

the rights-structure, roles and permissions he can execution the function potentially and the function 

is ready to be executed according to the status of the events, following before this function. In the 

program the function has 5 Events before it, connected with logical connector “xor”, which status is 

switched to “yes”, what means, that the both pre-conditions are fulfilled and the function is ready to 

be executed. 

5.1.1.2 Proposed solution 

% A Program which checks, whether the user with the following rights can execute some function 

from the Event-Driven Process Chain (EPC) 

% rights and roles, which the user has 

(1) right(r). 

(2) right(w). 

(3) person(man1). 

(4) hasSuperRights(man1). 

(5) hasRole(man1,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#GU>"). 

 

% function from EPC 

(6) function("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Verfuegbarkeit_MobilesMMS_pruefen2>"). 

 

% organisational role from EPC, which is responsible for the execution of this function 

(7) hasOrganisation(X,Y):-&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#hasOrganisation"](X,Y), function(X). 

 

% EPC-structure 

(8) hasBeforeEvent(X,Y):-&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#hasBeforeEvent"](X,Y),function(X). 

(9) hasAfterConnector(X,Y):-&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#hasAfterConnector"](X,Y), 
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function(F),hasBeforeEvent(F,X). 

(10) hasStatus("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Rundgang_GU_alleine_gestartet>",yes). 

(11) hasStatus("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Rundgang_Mangelverursacher_gestartet>",yes). 

(12) hasStatus("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Rundgang_der_Ausfuehrenden>",yes). 

(13) hasStatus("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Rundgang_mit_Folgegewerk_gestartet>",yes). 

(14) hasStatus("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Rundgang_mit_Mangelverursacher_gestartet>",yes). 

 

% rights-structure 

(15) right(rw):-right(r),right(w). 

(16) execute(M,X) v canGetInfo(M,X):-right(rw), 

hasOrganisation(X,Y),function(X),hasRole(M,Y). 

(17) :- -canGetInfo(M,F),hasSuperRights(M). 

 

% the user can execute the function, if according to the rights-structure he has execution right and 

the function is ready to be executed according to the status of the events, following before the func-

tion, and the logical connector, with which these events connected 

(18) canExecute(M,F):-execute(M,F),hasBeforeEvent(F,E),hasStatus(E,yes), 

hasAfterKonnektor (E, "<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#xor). 

(19) canExecute(M,F):-execute(M,F),hasBeforeEvent(F,E),hasStatus(E,yes), 

hasAfterKonnektor(E, "<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#or). 

(20) -canExecute(M,F):-execute(M,F),hasBeforeEvent(F,E),hasStatus(E,no), 

hasAfterKonnektor(E, "<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#and). 

(21) canExecute(M,F):- not -canExecute(M,F),execute(M,F), hasBeforeEvent(F,E), 

hasAfterKonnektor(E, "<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#and). 

Facts (1)-(2) give the user “read” and “write” rights. Fact (3) identifies the user. Fact (4) 

gives the user “super rights”. Rule (4) defines the user role from the EPC, namely GU (In English 

“GC” – General contractor). Rule (6) defines which function from the EPC will be checked for ex-

ecutability. Rule (7) puts the ontology query to get the Organisational entity, responsible for the 

function. Rules (8)-(9) put the ontology queries of the similar type, concerning the EPC-structure. 

Rules (10)-(14) give the status for the events involved (see Section 4.1.2). Rule (15) describes the 

right structure, if the user has rights “read” and “write”, then he has right “rw”. Rule (16) says, that 

the user with right “rw” and role, coinciding with the Organisational entity, responsible for the func-

tion execution, can either execute function or get information about it. Rule (17) is the constraint, 

stating that if the user has “super rights”, it is impossible, that he is explicitly forbidden to get infor-
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mation about any function. Rules (18) – (19) define the executability condition, defined from the 

EPC-structure. For example in case of “xor” or “or” connectors it is sufficient to check whether one 

of the events, following before the function of interest, is switched to “yes”. 

5.1.1.3 Results 

BPO-Ontology with its instances is used in the program. 

There are 2 answer sets in the result with the program execution time 0m3.381s: 

{canExecute(man1,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#Verfuegbarkeit_MobilesMMS_pruefen2>")} or 

{canGetInfo(man1,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#Verfuegbarkeit_MobilesMMS_pruefen2>")}. 

However if for example the state is changed, and turn the state of all the events of interest to “no”, 

then there will be only one answer set, containing 

{canGetInfo(man1,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#Verfuegbarkeit_MobilesMMS_pruefen2>")}. 

This test also shows the correctness of the proposed solution, which can be visually presented 

on the BPO 1.1 (Figure 8), where 5 StartEvents in the program are xor-connected and therefore the 

function cannot be executed. The same results are got in case of another rights-structure, where the 

user does not have the sufficient execution rights or in case of the other event-connector-status-

structure. 

As it can be seen, this small program allows controlling the data access in a skilful manner. 

5.2 Scenario 1.2 

5.2.1 Description of the problem 

Here the program for sorting and controlling the defects in central defect management system 

is presented. It is easy to create similar rules for sorting the defects according to some of the criteria, 

or their combination in a convenient way. In this program the defects are being searching, which 

were registered within a certain time period. It is one of the actual cases in media management with-

in defect management, where the pictures to the defects should be assigned according to the time, 

when the picture was done, compared to the time, defect was registered. In the program there exists 

an extra option to count the found defects. Another functionality of DLVHEX is constraints. First 

the defects, which are sorted according to the time period, can be relevant or not for the user. How-

ever it can be forbidden to ignore some serious defect and to put them into irrelevant category. 

5.2.2 Proposed solution 

% A Program for sorting the defect in central defect management system 

%defect-ID from the defect ontology 
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(1) defectID(X):- &dlC["file:/home/ksenia/MA/DefectOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http:// 

bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/DefectOntology.owl#ID"](X). 

 

%start date of defect registration from the defect ontology 

(2) hasDate1(X,Y):- &dlDR["file:/home/ksenia/MA/DefectOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/DefectOntology.owl 

#hasMeldedatum"](X,Y). 

 

%end date of defect registration 

(3) hasDate2(X1,Y1):- &dlDR["file:/home/ksenia/MA/DefectOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/DefectOntology.owl 

#hasMeldedatum2"](X1,Y1). 

 

%fixing the time period of interest 

(4) date1("2009-03-11T11:46:34"). 

(5) date2("2009-03-17T11:48:30"). 

 

%needed conditions from the ontology to restrict the data access 

(6) hasPartnerID(X,Y):- &dlR["file:/home/ksenia/MA/DefectOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/DefectOntology.owl 

#hasPartnerID"](X,Y). 

(7) hasRole(X,Y):- &dlR["file:/home/ksenia/MA/DefectOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/DefectOntology.owl 

#hasRolle"](X,Y). 

 

%available defects for a certain role within the time period of interest  

(8) getDefect(X,R):-defectID(X),hasPartnerID(X,Y),hasRole(Y,R),hasDate1(X,D1), 

hasDate2(X,D2),date1(D11),date2(D22),D1>D11,D2<D22. 

 

%number of available defects 

(9) defectsNumber(X):- #count{M: getDefect(M,R)}=X. 

 

%conditions, allowing to detect the serious defects 

(10) hasSchlagwort(X,Y):- &dlR["file:/home/ksenia/MA/DefectOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/DefectOntology.owl# 

hasSchlagwort"](X,Y). 

 

%rules, forbidding to ignore the serious defects, such as wall-cracking 

(11) relevant(X) v irrelevant(X):-getDefect(X,R). 

(12) :-not relevant(X),hasSchlagwort(X,"<http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/ 
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DefectOntology.owl#Wandriss>"). 

Rule (1) queries the Defect Ontology for Defect-IDs. Rule (2) gets the date from the ontolo-

gy, when the registration of the defect was started. Rule (3) gets the date of finishing the defect 

registration. Rules (4)-(5) define the sorting time period of interest. Rules (6)-(7) are introduced to 

put the results in the rule (8), where for each defect is a certain project-partner is responsible, having 

a certain project-role. So the rules with predicate getDefect (X,R) corresponds to the Defect-IDs (X) 

and responsible roles (R), which are formed within the given time period. Rule (9) counts these IDs. 

Rule (10) gets the Schlagwort (keyword) from the ontology for every Defect-ID. It is one of the sort-

ing conditions. Rule (11) says, that the defects for a certain time period can be relevant or not 

relevant (irrelevant) for the user. However the constraint (12) states, that the defects with a certain 

“keyword” (in this example Wandriss – “wall-cracking”) cannot be not known to be relevant, i.e. 

cannot be put in the irrelevant category. 

5.2.3 Results 

Defect Ontology and its experimental instances are used in the program. 

According to the results (execution time 0m0.815s) ID1 cannot be ignored from 6 IDs, found 

in the period of interest. If the period time is further restricted, say to date2("2009-03-

14T11:48:30"), then the answer set is restricted to ID1 and ID2, where only ID2 can be irrelevant. 

{irrelevant("<http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/DefectOntology.owl#ID_2>")} 

{} 

The correctness of the solution is approved by the fact, that ID1 has keywoed "wall-

cracking", and therefore cannot be ignored. The program was successfully tested with other key-

words and time periods as well. 

The real Defect Ontology does not contain any instances; they will be put separately in the 

late stadium of the project. However this test example shows how easy the defects can be manipu-

lated, sorted and handled in the application. 

5.3 Scenario2 

5.3.1 Description of the problem 

In the previous section the Business Process Objects were introduced. They were extracted 

manually from the EPC, using as a baseline the given criteria. However there exist multiple process 

chains in construction domain and it can be time-consuming to involve the expert to analyze the 

process and to make a proper extraction. So it can also be done partially automatically. This scenario 

is dedicated to the automatic extraction of the BPOs from the EPC my means of rules and according 

to the discussed criteria. This is the development stage, which considers not all possible types of 

EPCs, so that it is concentrated on the criteria of Configurability (events are the connection point be-

tween BPOs) and Responsibility for the execution (only one organisational entity is responsible for a 

certain BPO). 

First the structure of the EPC (StartEvent, InternEvent, EndEvent, Function, flow relations 

such as hasAfterFunction and hasBeforeFunction, organisarinal propery hasOrganisation, needed to 
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fulfill the extraction criteria) is taken from the BPO-ontology. It is stated, that the property hasAfte-

rEvent is the inverse of the hasBeforeFunction, and event is everything, what is StartEvent or 

EndEvent or IntenEvent. Also the concept of Organisation is taken from the ontology. Than the rule 

for tempBPO is declared, where tempBPO is a BPO, which starts with the StartEvent of the EPC and 

contains in the beginning only one the functions, following after the StartEvent. It has EndEvent, 

which is one of the events, following after these functions. This tempBPO “grows” (the new func-

tions are added), till there is a function, for which  some other organisational entity is responsible, 

different from those in tempBPO. At this point the new tempBPO starts. For the naming of BPOs, al-

so in case of split or merge, the special DVLHEX-functions, such as “succ”, are used. In the end, the 

extra rules are added in order to get the complete information about the extracted BPOs. This pro-

gram is the start point for the investigating of the process pattern extraction problem in the area of 

construction. 

5.3.2 Proposed solution 

%the program for extraction of the BPOs from the EPC 

(1) #maxint=1000. 

 

%3 types of organisational entities and corresponding BPOs are encoded with the numbers 

(2) startCountFrom("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#GU>",100). 

(3) startCountFrom("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#NU>",200). 

(4) startCountFrom("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#BH>",300). 

 

% the EPC, because of its complicated structure and cyclisity, is restricted to the following BPOs  

(5) bpo("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#BPO1.1>"). 

(6) bpo("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#BPO1.2>"). 

(7) bpo("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#BPO2.1>"). 

(8) bpo("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#BPO2.2>"). 

(9) bpo("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#BPO3.1>"). 

 

%functions from the restricted EPC 

(10) function(X):-&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#hasBPO"](X,Y),bpo(Y). 
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%start-event of the restricted EPC 

(11) startEvent(X):-&dlC["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#StartEvent"](X). 

 

% BPO is recursively growing, containing with every round more functions, till it reaches the end of 

the EPC or meets the function with the other organisation, than the current BPO 

(12) tempBPO(N,O,F,S,E):-startEvent(S), &dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#hasAfterFunction"](S,F), &dlR["http:// 

bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasOrganisation"](F,O), &dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#hasAfterEvent"](F,E), startCountFrom(O,N), function(F). 

 

(13) tempBPO(X,O,F2,S,E1):-tempBPO(X,O,F1,S,E), &dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasAfterEvent"](F1,E), &dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#hasAfterFunction"](E,F2), 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl# 

hasOrganisation"](F2,O), &dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d,"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#hasAfterEvent"](F2,E1), function(F2). 

 

(14) tempBPO(Y,O2,F1,E,En):-tempBPO(X,O1,F,S,E), 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasAfterEvent"](F,E), 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasAfterFunction"](E,F1), 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasOrganisation"](F1,O2),O1<>O2, 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasAfterEvent"](F1,En),#succ(X,Y),function(F). 
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%To check the correctness of the solution, the functions of the extracted automatically BPOs can be 

listed and compared to the functions in the manually extracted BPOs. Also some other controlling 

rules can be helpful 

(15) hasBPOFunction(X,F):-tempBPO(X,_,F,_,_). 

Rules (1)-(4) are auxiliary facts. Facts (5)-(9) define the BPOs from the EPC, involved in the 

program. Rule (10) queries the BPO-Ontology for the functions, belonging to above BPOs. Rule 

(11) queries the ontology for the StartEvents. Rules (12)-(14) define the BPOs and their formation. 

Predicate tempBPO (line 12) is a 5-tuple , where N is the numerating parameter; O is the Organisa-

tional entity; F is the function contained in tempBPO; S is the StartEvent of the tempBPO; E is the 

EndEvent of the tempBPO. N and O stay constant within one ΒPO, number of F grows, so that with 

every round tempBPO contains more functions, until it reaches another tempBPO with the different 

Organisational entity or the end of the EPC. S and E change as well. New tempBPO starts with the 

other numerating parameter and as a necessary condition with the different O. Rule (15) is intro-

duced to check the correctness of the solution and puts the functions, and gives the functions, 

belonging to the extracted BPOs. 

5.3.3 Results 

BPO-Ontology with its instances is used in the program. 

{hasBPOFunction(300,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Mangel_kategorisiren>"), 

hasBPOFunction(300,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Mangelinformationen_aufnehmen>"), 

hasBPOFunction(300,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Neuen_Mangel_vor_Ort_erfassen>"), 

hasBPOFunction(300,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Pruefen_ob_Mangel_elektronisch_erfasst>"), 

hasBPOFunction(300,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Mangel_vor_ort_pruefen>"), 

hasBPOFunction(300,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Verfuegbarkeit_MobilesMMS_pruefen>"), 

hasBPOFunction(300,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Einfache_Mangelpruefung_anordnen>"), 

hasBPOFunction(300,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Genaue_Mangelverfolgung_anordnen>")} 

In the answer set one of the extracted BPOs is presented. As it can be seen, it does not coin-

cide with the BPO, extracted manually, the first reason for this is that the manually extracted BPO 

was extra divided into 2 parts according to the time criteria. So it should contain the function from 

BPO1.1 and BPO 2.1, but it does not. And the second reason for this is the small mistake in the on-

tology, where instead of the triple (“Sofort_zu_behebender_Mangel”, “hasBeforeFunction”, 

“Mangel_vor_Ort_pruefen”) the triple (“Sofort_zu_behebender_Mangel”, “hasBeforeEvent”, “Man-

gel_vor_Ort_pruefen”) is indicated. Therefore all the functions, following after event 

“Sofort_zu_behebender_Mangel” cannot be found by the tempBPO-rule. It is not easy to find such 
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things. And in this case the rules are very helpful, interacting with ontology not only passively, but 

forcing the changes in it and leading to the overall improvements. 

After the improvement of the ontology, the correct results were got (compared to Figures 

Figure 8-Figure 24), tested on the small part of the EPC, so that they contained the functions, be-

longing to manually extracted BPOs. However the test on the whole EPC is still the point of the 

future investigation, because of the complex looping structure of the chain and many complex rela-

tions and instances of the ontology. The execution time for the part of the EPC (see lines 5-9) is 

0m3.520s, and for the whole EPC is 0m5.261s. 

The further improvements of the algorithm are needed in order to cover all the EPC-cases, 

what will be the future point of work. 

5.4 Scenario3: Configuration problem 

5.4.1 State of the art in process configuration. 

Process configuration (Fettke & Loos, 2007) deals with the problem of managing business 

processes that are similar to one another in many ways, yet differ in some other ways from one orga-

nisation, project or industry to another. This problem arises for example in the context of 

multinational companies that need to localize their business processes to different legislations, com-

pliance regulations, quality requirements, etc. It also manifests itself in the context of acquisition 

projects, where an organisation needs to merge their own processes with the ones of the acquired or-

ganisation. 

Process configuration proposes to address this problem by merging a set of similar processes 

(i.e. business process objects) into a single integrated artifact - the configurable process. Business 

analysis can then configure this process to their specific needs by choosing the proper process pat-

terns. As such, configurable processes promote systematic reuse of proven or common practices. 

Therefore a core feature of configurable processes is the explicit representation of process 

objects and their variants. A configurable process will typically feature many process objects, each 

capturing a decision that needs to be taken during process design. An analyst can configure the 

process by picking the most suitable business process objects for each variation. The latter can be 

used for further analysis, for simulation, or to produce an executable specification for a given set of 

requirements. Thus, configurable processes can foster the adoption of common or proven practices 

in a given domain, and reduce the modeling effort. 

Configuration should be differentiated into global and local decisions. Global decisions are 

based on the general context, including factors such as industry, country, size, and so forth. The re-

levant context factors have to be maintained for every process object. 

Configuration decisions should be differentiated into critical and non-critical decisions. Criti-

cal decisions have significant impact on the use of the system and other business processes, can 

often not be re-done and should be made by the project team. Noncritical decisions are of minor im-

portance and can be change over time. 

Configuration decisions can have interrelationships. Such pre-requisites for a configuration 

decision should be clearly highlighted. This can include other decisions that have to be made before. 

Moreover, any impact of one decision on other decisions has to be depicted. This means a logical 

order between configuration decisions has to be considered. This includes interrelationships within 
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one model, between two process models or even interrelationships between reference process and re-

lated data models (Rosemann & Shanks, 2001). 

The configuration process needs to be guided with a configurable reference model in order to 

avoid scenarios where non-configurable models are provided that can be freely altered. Apart from 

the inability to make configuration decisions explicit, free alterations of process models may also 

lead to semantically bad process models as described by Kindler (Kindler, 2004). 

 

Process modeling has proved to be a powerful instrument to describe and manage the increa-

singly complex processes within and across enterprises. Yet, it requires a significant amount of 

manual work to create, adapt and maintain process models. This workload could be reduced if the 

process models are automatically generated and adapted. Planning approaches can contribute to the 

solution (Hennenberger et al.,2008). 

In the first step, a semantic matching between input and output parameters of process actions 

takes place by evaluating the semantic relations in the ontology. Besides the trivial case of an identi-

ty relation (e.g. an output parameter of one process action can be used as an input parameter of 

another process action because parameters are identical) also other relations are considered. For in-

stance parameters connected via a sub-class-of relation in the ontology may be as well compatible 

under certain circumstances.3 The semantic information about input and output parameters is stored 

in an action dependency graph (ADG). 

In the second step, planning is accomplished by a search in the action-state space to achieve 

the given goals. The algorithm implements a forward-search starting in the initial state. In the course 

of planning applicable process actions are derived from the ADG. The resulting plan is called an ac-

tion state graph (ASG). It forms a (language independent) basis for deriving process models in the 

next step. 

Finally, in the third step process models are derived from the ASG by identifying control 

structures and considering the syntactical elements of a concrete process modeling language. There-

by, different process modeling languages can be supported at a time without adapting the 

fundamental search algorithm in the second step. 

 

Semantic Web technologies offer the prospect of significantly reducing the amount of effort 

required to integrate existing enterprise functionality in support of composite processes. A signifi-

cant body of work in this area has aimed to fully automate this process, while assuming that all 

functionality has already been encapsulated in the form of semantic web services with rich and accu-

rate annotations (Rao et al., 2006). 

The implementation is in the form of a rule-based engine (currently using JESS (Sadeh & 

Gandon, 2004)). Rules in the engine implement a growing collection of mixed initiative service dis-

covery and composition functionality, which itself combines two forms of reasoning:1) semantic 

reasoning (e.g. reasoning about classes and subclasses as well as aboutmore complex constructs sup-

ported by the OWL language) 2) service composition planning functionality implementing 

extensions of the highly efficient GraphPlan algorithm (Blum & Furst, 1997), (Anderson et al., 

1998). 

Facts in the rule-based reasoner include the following information: 

• An abstract description of the desired composite service 

• A description of partial or complete service(s) generated to satisfy the user’s request these 

composite services may also include inconsistencies 
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• Profiles describing registered composable elements (or “services”) 

• Facts contained in or inferred from registered ontologies 

• Partial domain results, produced while processing mixed initiative requests. This informa-

tion, while dynamic, is maintained as it tends to change only slightly from one user request to 

the next (during the composition of a given service). 

• Meta-control data is also maintained in the working context in the form of predicates corres-

ponding to different mixed initiative requests. These facts in turn trigger rules associated with 

the corresponding mixed initiative functionality, e.g rules implementing service discovery, 

parameter consolidation, dataflow verification, etc. 

• Service composition planning on the base of the GraphPlan algorithm, is an algorithm that 

combines: 

• reachability analysis to determine whether a given state (e.g. a combination of effects) can be 

reached from another state (e.g. the state reached after invoking an initial set of services), and 

• disjunctive refinement, namely the addition of constraints between steps to resolve possible 

inconsistencies 

In this algorithm, services and propositions (i.e. input, output, preconditions and effects in the 

model) are organised in layers in a “graphplan” that is iteratively analyzed and refined to obtain one 

or more service composition plans – if such plans exist. The graphplan consists of nodes, edges and 

layers (or levels). Possible inconsistencies are represented as well. This information in turn can be 

used to support mixed initiative functionality such as recommending possible ways in which to se-

quence services (“control flow”). Clearly, when used in one step, the GraphPlan algorithm can help 

identify all possible composite services satisfying an abstract description. Instead, the variation of 

this algorithm is used that enables to find one or more plans at a time. This approach allows users to 

specify how many composite services they want to evaluate at a time and is also more practical, giv-

en the potentially large computational effort involved in identifying all possible composite services 

compatible with a given request. Other examples of mixed initiative functionality supported by this 

planning algorithm include: 

• Identifying some or all services capable of producing a given effect or a given output 

• Identifying all services that could be invoked following the execution of a given service 

• Detecting conflicts between a selected service and other services already selected as part of a 

partial solution and suggesting ways of resolving these conflicts 

• Suggesting modifications to the abstract description of a desired composite service if no plan 

can be can be found for the current description 

In (McIlraith & Son, 2002) the similar problem is treated, a method is presented to compose 

Web services by applying logical inferencing techniques on pre-defined plan templates. The service 

capabilities are annotated in DAML-S/RDF and then manually translated into Prolog. 

In (Srivastava & Koehler, 2003) given a goal description, the logic programming language of 

Golog (Levesque et al., 1997) (which is implemented over Prolog) is used to instantiate the appro-

priate plan for composing the Web services. Golog is based on the situation calculus and it supports 

specification and execution of complex actions in dynamical systems. 

In (Sivashanmnugam et al., 2003) the method for evaluation of the configuration of the 

processes, implemented as Web Services is presented. It is based on the value of semantic matching. 

Semantic matching on the semantic template of the activity is done against the operations, inputs, 

outputs, preconditions and effects of the services available. The ranking on semantic matching is 

based on the weights assigned by the process creator to the individual semantic parts of the activity 

namely operations, inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects. The assigned weights are normalized 

before calculation (at least one weight must be non-zero). During discovery the semantic criteria of 
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the activity (defined as semantic template) are matched against the semantic details of the services 

registered in UDDI. The weights corresponding to the matched semantic parts are used to rank the 

services. The formula to calculate the ranking value for semantic matching calculates the weighted 

arithmetic mean of individual semantic parts (operation, inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects). 

In all these approaches it is being dealing with the problem of process configuration. Howev-

er the configuration itself is a common problem, combining all the features of above paradigm. This 

configuration problem was solved using Answer-Set Programming. 

5.4.2 Using Answer Set Programming for configuration 

Modern software products are large and may consist of thousands of components where each 

component provides some specific functionality. In the configuration problem (Soininen et al., 2001) 

the description of the configurable components is given, a set of user requirements and the task is to 

find a valid configuration of components that satisfies the requirements .  

The difficulties arise from the fact that the components interoperate in various ways: a com-

ponent may need the functionality provided by other components, a functionality may be provided 

by several different components, some components may conflict with each other so it is not possible 

have both of them in the same product, and so on. 

The valid configurations can be created using Answer-Set Programming. The ASP program 

is divided into three parts: 

• a configuration model that is a set of non-ground rules that defines how the relationships be-

tween components work; 

• a component description that is a set of ground facts that defines what components are available 

and what relationships they have with other components.  

• a user requirements description that is a set of ground facts that tells what properties the user 

wants the product to have.  

The configuration model is created only once, when the software product is first designed. 

The component description is updated whenever a new component or a new version of an existing 

component is added to the system. These two are stored in the configurator tool. The third part, user 

requirements description, is generated separately whenever the configurator is going to be used.  

Additionally, ASP can be used for debugging purposes. In this approach the diagnostic model 

is introduced that explains why it is not possible to satisfy a given set of user requirements.  

Using Answer Set Programming allows to have a concise declarative representation for the 

configuration model. The main concepts of configuration have an intuitive translation into ASP rules 

and it is possible to separate the rules that define the configuration model from the rules that define 

the components so that the modular configurators can be made. 

Configuration problem is similar to the planning problem. For this purpose DLVk can be 

used (Eiter et. al., 2003). The DLVK-system is based on the logic-based planning language K which 

is well-suited for representing incomplete knowledge. This languages provides a number of conve-

nient features, for instance to specify the degree of security for plans in nondeterministic domains, or 

action costs which allow to seek for optimal plans. The DLVK-system has been implemented on top 

of the underlying ASP-system DLV. 
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However the concrete problem of BPO-configuration is rather user-requirements-oriented 

and has to be solved satisfying different constraints, which is the goal of the configuration. Therefore 

to solve the problem of configuration of BPOs the common configuration methodology on the base 

of ASP is used to create the program. 

5.4.3 Use case: configuration of the process from BPOs 

5.4.3.1 Description of the problem 

A construction enterprise can be interested in description and saving of internal process 

knowledge project-neutrally and modular in a form of process patterns, which can be further used for 

process configuration. A method for choosing process patterns was presented in the Chapter 4.2. 

That was done manually and only by example of already given and finally configured process, oth-

erwise it is time-exhausting. However an automatic procedure is much more effective, leads to 

optimization in a concrete construction project and can be realized by means of rules. The configura-

tion process is quite complex, so for this example some restrictions are introduced, what allows to 

demonstrate the partial solution. First the user chooses some use case for configuration, for example 

he would like to configure EPC for defect management process. Then he chooses the BPOs, some of 

them are already defined BPOs for this use case, some can be taken from other corresponding areas 

and found by context information (see Chapter 4.2). The user should use one or more BPOs, with 

which his process will start. He can also define the direct dependencies between BPOs and state 

which one follows after another one. He can state, whether the loops are allowed. That means that 

the StartEvent of the BPO, with which the process starts, can also be the EndEvent for some other 

BPO. Within the configuration process the user can be asked, whether the StartEvent of some BPO1 

and EndEvent of the BPO2, with which BPO1 is going to be merged are compatible, as events are 

the connecting point between BPOs. For example the user can say that event “defect eliminated” and 

“defect finally eliminated” are “same”. During the configuration it can be the case, that some of the 

chosen in the beginning BPOs cannot be used in the process. The resulting process contains the ac-

cepted BPOs, together with connection between them and belonging to them functions. 

5.4.3.2 Proposed solution 

%Program for configuration the process from BPOs 

 

%DESCRIPTION OF THE USER REQUIREMENTS 

(1) user_case(defect_management). 

(2) hasBPO(defect_management,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO1.1>"). 

(3) hasBPO(defect_management,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO1.2>"). 

(4) hasBPO(defect_management,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO2.1>"). 

(5) hasBPO(defect_management,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO2.2>"). 
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(6) hasBPO(defect_management,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO5.1>"). 

(7) hasBPO(defect_management,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO5.2>"). 

(8) hasBPO(defect_management,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO6.1>"). 

(9) hasBPO(defect_management,"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO6.2>"). 

 

%Some BPOs from the EPC for defect management, included by the user 

(10) user_include("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO1.1>"). 

(11) user_include("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO5.1>"). 

(12) user_include("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ 

ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO6.1>"). 

 

%external BPO included 

(13) user_include("BPOx"). 

 

%BPO, with which the process should begin 

(14) user_startBPO("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO1.1>"). 

 

%User-defined dependencies 

(15) user_followsAfter("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO5.1>", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#BPO6.1>"). 

(16) user_noloops. 

(17) user_similar("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/ 

specific/BPOOntology.owl#Aktion_protokolliert>", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#Ist_kein_Vertragsbestandteil>"). 

 

%DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENTS 

(18) bpo(X):- 

&dlC["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#BPO"](X). 

(19) bpo("BPOx"). 
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(20)hasOrganisation(X,Y):- 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasOrganisation"](X,Y). 

(21) startsWithEvent(X,Y):- 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#startsWithEvent"](X,Y). 

(22) endsWithEvent(X,Y):- 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#endsWithEvent"](X,Y). 

(23) hasAfterFunction(X,Y):- 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasAfterFunction"](X,Y). 

(24) hasAfterConnector(X,Y):- 

&dlR["http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl",a,b,c,d, 

"http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#hasAfterConnector"](X,Y). 

 

%CONFIGURATION MODEL 

% A bpo may be in a configuration only if it is justified 

(25) configbpo(X):- bpo(X), justified(X). 

 

% The user choices must be followed. 

(26) :- user_include(X), not configbpo(X). 

 

% A bpo is justified if the user chose it, 

(27) justified(X) :- user_include(X). 

 

%Mergability condition – having different organisational entity 

(28) mergable(X1,X2):-configbpo(X1),configbpo(X2),hasOrganisation(X1,Y1), 

hasOrganisation(X2,Y2),Y1<>Y2,not user_startBPO(X2). 

 

%Defining, which BPOs can be merged and on which events 

(29) tomerge(X1,X2,E,E):-user_followsAfter(X1,X2),mergable(X1,X2), 

configbpo(X1),configbpo(X2),startsWithEvent(X2,E),endsWithEvent(X1,E). 

(30)tomerge(X1,X2,E1,E2):-user_followsAfter(X1,X2),mergable(X1,X2),configbpo(X1), 

configbpo(X2),startsWithEvent(X2,E2),endsWithEvent(X1,E1),user_similar(E1,E2). 
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(31) tomerge(X1,X2,E,E):- not user_followsAfter(X1,X2) ,mergable(X1,X2), 

configbpo(X1),configbpo(X2),startsWithEvent(X2,E),endsWithEvent(X1,E). 

(32) tomerge(X1,X2,E1,E2):- not user_followsAfter(X1,X2),mergable(X1,X2), 

configbpo(X1),configbpo(X2),startsWithEvent(X2,E2),endsWithEvent(X1,E1), 

user_similar(E1,E2). 

 

%Detecting loops 

(33) arc(X1,X2):-tomerge(X1,X2,E1,E2). 

(34) arc(X1,X3):-arc(X1,X2),arc(X2,X3). 

(35) loops:-arc(X,X). 

(36) -noloops_user:-loops. 

 

%Relations to add after the merging 

(37) add_hasAfterFunction(E1,Y):-tomerge(X1,X2,E1,E2),hasAfterFunction(E2,Y). 

(38) add_hasAfterConnector(E1,Y):-tomerge(X1,X2,E1,E2),hasAfterConnector(E2,Y). 

Fact (1) describes the use case for configuration. Facts (2)-(9) define BPOs, belonging to the 

“defect management”-use case (here just some of them, taken for experimental configuration). Rules 

(10)-(12) describe the BPOs, which are chosen by the user for configuration. Rule (13) expresses the 

wish of the user to chose an external BPO, not belonging to the above use case. Rule (14) represents 

the starting BPo according to the user. Rule (15) describes the user-defined dependencies between 

BPOs. Rule (16) states, that the looping solutions are not allowed. Rule (17) states, which events ac-

cording to the user are similar and therefore could be connection points between 2 BPOs. Rules (18)-

(24) query the BPO-ontology for concepts and role assertions and defining such predicates like BPO, 

hasOrganisation, startsWithEvent, endsWithEvent, hasAfterFunction, hasAfterConnector, for further 

usage in Configuration Model. Also an external BPO is added as a fact here. Rules (25)-(27) de-

scribe the justification problem. Rule (28) introduces the predicate mergable(BPO1,BPO2), in which 

the BPOs are principally mergable, if they have different Organisational entities and BPO2 is not 

known to be the StartBPO. Rules (29)-(32) state, which BPOs can be merged and on which events. 

The predicate tomerge serves for this purpose and depends on the user defined requirements. prin-

cipal mergability, user-defined events-simularity and Start- and EndEvents of the BPOs. It can be the 

case, that the connection between 2 BPOs is based on more than one events. Rules (33)-(36) are in-

troduced to detect the loops. Tomerge-rule builds the configuration graph, consisting of arcs between 

BPOs. Transitivity is used for loop-detection (rule 34). If the loops are detected, then this fact is the 

direct contradiction to the user “noloop”-requirement, and the program will not have an answer set. 

Rules (37)-(38) just add the relations between BPOs in order to present the configured combination 

in a form of the resulting EPC. 

5.4.3.3 Results 

BPO-Ontology with its instances is used in the program. 

{ tomerge("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-

dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO5.1>", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-

dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO6.1>", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-
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dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#Zurueckweisung_weitergeleitet>", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-

dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#Zurueckweisung_weitergeleitet>"), 

 

tomerge("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-

dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO1.1>", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-

dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#BPO5.1>", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-

dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#Aktion_protokolliert>", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-

dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl#Ist_kein_Vertragsbestandteil>")} 

The only answer set and its predicate “tomerge” is presented, illustrating which BPOs were 

merged, using which events. However if the following rules will be added to the program, there will 

not be any answer set at all, because of the unsatisfiabilty, caused by facts –user_noloops, us-

er_noloops. 

tomerge("<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#BPO6.1>", "BPOx", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#GU_mittels_Individualschreiben_informiert>", "ev1"). 

 

tomerge("BPOx","<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/ 

BPOOntology.owl#BPO1.1>", "ev2", 

"<http://bauvogrid.cib.bau.tu-dresden.de/ontologies/specific/BPOOntology.owl 

#Rundgang_mit_Bauherrenvertreter_gestartet>"). 

The merging partially corresponds to the manual merging of the fragments, presented on the 

Figures  Figure 8-Figure 24. The correct solutions were also reached by testing another fragments of 

the EPC. The execution time for the part of the EPC (see lines 10-12) is 0m5.039s, and for the whole 

EPC is 0m5.557s. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this thesis the improvement solution for collaborative process management in construction 

by means of reasoning with OWL-ontologies (based on DL) and rules (from the ASP perspective) 

was presented. This was done within the ongoing German construction project BauVOGrid by ex-

ample of the management scenarios in the project. 

The theoretical background was detailed presented, where combining rules as in logic pro-

gramming and ontologies formalized in classical logic, bridging the quite different worlds of logic 

programs and ontologies.  

Formalization of the processes in ontologies and using ontologies within such a big project 

with many heterogeneous resources and grid-infrastructure has multiple advantages. By means of 

ontologies flexibility, interoperability and effective process management can be reached. The speci-

fication of ontologies reflects the aspects of the grid-based IT-infrastructure for semantic 

collaboration in construction projects and satisfies the project and management requirements and 

current changes and developments within the BauVOGrid. These ontologies are the core for the de-

velopment of ontology services (later grid services) for the project use cases. 

The introduced BPO-concept is the important condition for process-oriented development 

and process management. To support it the powerful reasoning mechanism was used, namely com-

bination of the ASP with DL (HEX-Programs). 

The combination of ASP and DL gives the good expressiveness of the resulting formalism, 

which is successfully used for solving the problems, represented in the BauVOGrid-scenarios. It is 

also possible to query other types of Description Logics and achieve higher problem solving capacity 

in terms of computational complexity. Decidability is another important aspect in achieving of the 

complex solutions. 

2-side-interaction between OWL-ontologies and HEX-Programs was demonstrated, where 

the rules were used as constraint for the ontology. It is also important, that ASP is well suited to 

handle incomplete information. Ontologies were also used as environment for the rules, by means of 

which the intelligent solutions can be reached. 

Some additional benefits of using ASP, compared with OWL DL, are the ability to close the 

domain at will and to succinctly represent knowledge that is not trivially expressible using OWL DL. 

As result of the work, presented in this thesis, five ontologies and four HEX-Programs were 

developed, supporting collaborative scenarios of BauVOGrid-project. 

These developments still have to be properly integrated in the project and tested in the con-

struction environment. 
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Appendix 

Links to specified ontologies: 

http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/generic/ProcessOntology.owl 

http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/generic/OrganisationalOntology.owl 

http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/generic/ResourceOntology.owl 

http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/DefectOntology.owl 

http://bauvogrid.de/ontologies/specific/BpoOntology.owl 
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